
           
 

AGENDA
ESCAMBIA COUNTY PLANNING BOARD

QUASI-JUDICIAL HEARING
January 9, 2018–8:30 a.m.

Escambia County Central Office Complex
3363 West Park Place, Room 104

             
1. Call to Order.  
 

2. Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag.  
 

3. Proof of Publication and Waive the Reading of the Legal Advertisement.   
 

4. Approval of Minutes.  
 

5. Acceptance of Rezoning Planning Board Meeting Packet.  
 

6. Quasi-judicial Process Explanation.  
 

7. Public Hearings.  
 

A.   Case #: Z-2017-17
Applicant: Wanda French-Hawkins, Agent for Jason Hawkins, Owner
Address: 6355 Mockingbird Lane
Property Size: 4.86 (+/-) acres
From: MDR, Medium Density Residential district (10 du/acre)
To: HDMU, High Density Mixed-use district (25 du/acre)

 

B.   Case #: Z-2017-18
Applicant: Rhonda Autrey, Owner
Address: 733 E. Johnson Avenue
Property Size: 4.73 (+/-) acres
From: MDR, Medium Density Residential district (10 du/acre)
To: HDMU, High Density Mixed-use district (25 du/acre)

 

8. Adjournment.  



 



   
Planning Board-Rezoning   7. A.           
Meeting Date: 01/09/2018  
CASE : Z-2017-17
APPLICANT: Wanda French-Hawkins, Agent for Jason Hawkins, Owner 

ADDRESS: 6355 Mockingbird Lane 

PROPERTY REF. NO.: 35-1S-30-7117-000-000
FUTURE LAND USE: MU-S, Mixed-Use Suburban  
DISTRICT: 3  
OVERLAY DISTRICT: Oakfield 

BCC MEETING DATE: 02/01/2018 

SUBMISSION DATA:
REQUESTED REZONING:

FROM: MDR, Medium Density Residential district (10 du/acre)

TO: HDMU, High Density Mixed-use district (25 du/acre)

RELEVANT AUTHORITY:

(1) Escambia County Comprehensive Plan
(2) Escambia County Land Development Code
(3) Board of County Commissioners of Brevard County v. Snyder, 627 So. 2d 469 (Fla.
1993)
(4) Resolution 96-34 (Quasi-judicial Proceedings)
(5) Resolution 96-13 (Ex-parte Communications)

APPROVAL CONDITIONS

Criterion a., LDC Sec. 2-7.2(b)(4)
Consistent with Comprehensive Plan
Whether the proposed rezoning is consistent with the goals, objectives, and policies of
the Comprehensive Plan and not in conflict with any of the plan provisions.

CPP FLU 1.3.1 Future Land Use Categories. The Mixed-Use Suburban (MU-S) Future
Land Use (FLU) category is intended for a mix of residential and non-residential uses
while promoting compatible infill development and the separation of urban and suburban
land uses. Range of Allowable Uses: residential, retail sales & services, professional
office, recreational facilities, public and civic, limited agriculture. The maximum
residential density is 25 dwelling units per acre.

FINDINGS



The proposed amendment to HDMU is consistent with the intent and purpose of Future
Land Use category MU-S as stated in CPP FLU 1.3.1 The Comprehensive Plan allows
for residential, retail sales & services, professional office, recreational facilities, public
and civic,limited agriculture.

Criterion b., LDC Sec. 2-7.2(b)(4)
Consistent with The Land Development Code
Whether the proposed amendment is in conflict with any portion of this Code, and is
consistent with the stated purpose and intent of this Code.

Sec. 3-2.7 Medium Density Residential district (MDR).
(a) Purpose. The Medium Density Residential (MDR) district establishes appropriate
areas and land use regulations for residential uses at medium densities within suburban
or urban areas. The primary intent of the district is to provide for residential
neighborhood development in an efficient urban pattern of well-connected streets and at
greater dwelling unit density than the Low Density Residential district. Residential uses
within the MDR district are limited to single-family and two-family dwellings. The district
allows non-residential uses that are compatible with suburban and urban residential
neighborhoods.
  
Sec. 3-2.9    High Density Mixed-use district (HDMU).
(a) Purpose. The High Density Mixed-use (HDMU) district establishes appropriate areas
and land use  regulations for a complimentary mix of high density residential uses and
compatible non-residential uses within urban areas. The primary intent of the district is to
provide for a mix of neighborhood retail sales, services and professional offices with
greater dwelling unit density and diversity  than the Low Density Mixed-use district. 
Additionally, the HDMU district is intended to rely on urban street connectivity and
encourage vertical mixes of commercial and residential uses within the same building to
accommodate a physical pattern of development characteristic of village main streets
and older neighborhood commercial areas. Residential uses within the district include all
forms of single-family, two-family and multi-family dwellings.

(b) Permitted uses. Permitted uses within the HDMU district are limited to the following:

(1) Residential. The following residential uses are allowed throughout the district, but if
within a Commercial (C) future land use category they are permitted only if part of a
predominantly commercial development.
a. Group living, excluding dormitories, fraternity and sorority houses, and residential
facilities providing substance abuse treatment, post-incarceration reentry, or similar
services.
b. Manufactured (mobile) homes, including manufactured home subdivisions, but
excluding new or expanded manufactured home parks.
c. Single-family dwellings (other than manufactured homes), detached or attached,
including townhouses and zero lot line subdivisions.
d. Two-family and multi-family dwellings.
See also conditional uses in this district.

(2) Retail sales. Small-scale (gross floor area 6000 sq.ft. or less per lot) retail sales,



(2) Retail sales. Small-scale (gross floor area 6000 sq.ft. or less per lot) retail sales,
including Low-THC marijuana dispensing facilities, sales of beer and wine, but excluding
sales of liquor, automotive fuels, or motor vehicles, and excluding permanent outdoor
storage, display, or sales. See also conditional uses in this district.

(3) Retail services. The following small-scale (gross floor area 6000 sq.ft. or less per lot)
retail services, excluding outdoor work or permanent outdoor storage:
a. Bed and breakfast inns.
b. Boarding and rooming houses.
c. Child care facilities.
d. Personal services, including those of beauty shops, health clubs, pet groomers, dry
cleaners, and tattoo parlors.
e. Professional services, including those of realtors, bankers, accountants, engineers,
architects, dentists, physicians, and attorneys.
f. Repair services, including appliance repair, furniture refinishing and upholstery, watch
and jewelry repair, small engine and motor services, but excluding major motor vehicle
or boat service or repair.
g. Restaurants, and brewpubs, including on-premises consumption of alcoholic
beverages, but excluding drive-in or drive-through service and brewpubs with distribution
of alcoholic beverages for off-site sales.
See also conditional uses in this district.

(4) Public and civic.
a. Preschools and kindergartens.
b. Emergency service facilities, including law enforcement, fire fighting, and medical
assistance.
c. Foster care facilities.?
d. Places of worship.
e. Public utility structures, excluding telecommunications towers.
See also conditional uses in this district.

(5) Recreation and entertainment.
a. Marinas, private only.
b. Parks without permanent restrooms or outdoor event lighting.
See also conditional uses in this district.

(6) Industrial and related. 
No industrial or related uses.

(7) Agricultural and related. Agricultural production limited to food primarily for personal
consumption by the producer, but no farm animals.

(8) Other uses. [Reserved]

(e) Location criteria. All new non-residential uses proposed within the HDMU district that
are not part of a predominantly residential development or a planned unit development,
or are not identified as exempt by district regulations, shall be on parcels that satisfy at
least one of the following location criteria:



(1) Proximity to intersection. Along an arterial or collector street and within 200 feet of an
intersection with another arterial or collector.
(2) Proximity to traffic generator. Along an arterial or collector street and within a
one-quarter mile radius of an individual traffic generator of more than 600 daily trips,
such as an apartment complex, military base, college campus, hospital, shopping mall or
similar generator.
(3) Infill development. Along an arterial or collector street, in an area where already
established non-residential uses are otherwise consistent with the HDMU district, and
where the new use would constitute infill development of similar intensity as the
conforming development on surrounding parcels. Additionally, the location would
promote compact development and not contribute to or promote strip commercial
development.
(4) Site design. Along an arterial street and at the intersection with a local street that
serves to connect the arterial street to another arterial, and all of the following site design
conditions:
a. Any intrusion into a recorded residential subdivision is limited to a corner lot
b. Access and stormwater management is shared with adjoining uses or properties to the
extent practicable.
c. Adverse impacts to any adjoining residential uses are minimized by placing the more
intensive elements of the use, such as solid waste dumpsters and truck
loading/unloading areas, furthest from the residential uses.
(5) Documented compatibility. A compatibility analysis prepared by the applicant
provides competent substantial evidence of unique circumstances regarding the parcel
or use that were not anticipated by the alternative criteria, and the proposed use will be
able to achieve long-term compatibility with existing and potential uses. Additionally, the
following conditions exist:
a. The parcel has not been rezoned by the landowner from the mixed-use, commercial,
or industrial zoning assigned by the county.
b. If the parcel is within a county redevelopment district, the use will be consistent with
the district’s adopted redevelopment plan, as reviewed and recommended by the
Community Redevelopment Agency (CRA).

(f) Rezoning to HDMU. High Density Mixed-use zoning may be established only within the
Mixed-Use Suburban (MU-S), Mixed-Use Urban (MU-U), or Commercial (C) future land
use categories. The district is suitable for areas where the intermixing of uses has been
the custom, where future uses are uncertain, and some redevelopment is probable. The
district is appropriate to provide transitions between areas zoned or used for medium or
high density residential and areas zoned or used for commercial. Rezoning to HDMU is
subject to the same location criteria as any new non-residential use proposed within the
HDMU district.

FINDINGS
The proposed amendment is not consistent with the intent and purpose of the Land
Development Code. From a strict review of the regulations stated above, the site does
not meet the following required location criteria as listed: proximity to intersection,
proximity to traffic generator, and site design. Additionally, the more intense uses of
HDMU, such as apartments to neighborhood retail sales, retail services and professional
offices, are not found in the surrounding area of the parcel in question. Please note that



any potential uses, including intense residential (ie apartments) appears to be
constraining due to the existing site conditions concerning access, lot size, and other
regulatory requirements, etc... that will need to be review during the development review
process. (see Exhibit A for photos submitted by applicant)

Criterion c., LDC Sec. 2-7.2(b)(4)
Compatible with surrounding uses 
Whether all land uses, development activities, and conditions allowed by the proposed
zoning are compatible with the surrounding conforming uses, activities and conditions
and are able to coexist in relative proximity to them in a stable fashion over time such
that no use, activity, or condition negatively impacts another. The appropriateness of the
rezoning is not limited to any specific use that may be proposed but is evident for all
permitted uses of the requested zoning.

FINDINGS
The proposed amendment is not compatible with surrounding existing uses in the area.
However, within the 500' radius impact area, staff observed properties associated with
zoning districts MDR and HDMU as indicated on the Zoning Map. From a visit to the site,
staff observed three mobile homes, one church, single-family residences, and vacant
residential properties as indicated on the Existing Land Use map. The proposed
amendment would result in a more intense use of the subject property than the
surrounding adjacent properties. Most parcels in the area are single-family residences or
vacant. The allowable commercial uses in the HDMU zoning are incompatible with the
current surrounding parcels in the immediate area, but the uses found on the adjacent
and contiguous parcels are existing residential uses.

Criterion d., LDC Sec. 2-7.2(b)(4)
Changed conditions 
Whether the area to which the proposed rezoning would apply has changed, or is
changing, to such a degree that it is in the public interest to encourage new uses,
density, or intensity in the area through rezoning.

FINDINGS
Staff found no changed conditions that would impact the amendment or property.

Criterion e., LDC Sec. 2-7.2(b)(4)
Development patterns
Whether the proposed rezoning would contribute to or result in a logical and orderly
development pattern.

FINDINGS
The proposed amendment would not result in a logical and orderly development
pattern. The subject property has HDMU zoning to the southeast, yet only residential
uses with the exception of a church are on these parcels. The subject property is
surrounded by MDR zoned properties. The current development pattern found in the
area is residential.



Criterion (f)   LDC Sec. 2-7.2(b)(4)
Effect on natural environment 
Whether the proposed rezoning would increase the probability of any significant adverse
impacts on the natural environment.

FINDINGS
According to the National Wetland Inventory, wetlands and hydric soils were not
indicated on the subject property. When applicable, further review during the Site Plan
Review process will be necessary to determine if there would be any significant adverse
impact on the natural environment.

Attachments
Working Case File
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Rezoning Application
FOR OFFICE USE ONLY -Case Number: Z"2()H it" Accepted by:"HJ ££j PB Meeting: Up

1. Contact Information:

A. Property Owner/Applicant: Ao^p^ tjrXuQ\^\C\<b
Mailing Address: [o^S5~ /^^C^V^Nnlp^ Vq^VN^
Business Phone: $ZD ^fflfcffl^l:
Email: TTSMft^VvX. Q^ (XirJML* &3>fY\

B. Authorized Agent (if applicable): KKv^flv ^ OPSncW^Jj^k LAjJi/S
Mailing Address: §[( UcmT^jrA fV M $QV\<^CfAx f£l %?&>
Business Phonergjg"9fr^O Ce.l: JQ 8Q ?:W/7
Email: 4^Llf/^0jQVVvO |̂ '(2j2)rYl
/Vote; Owner must complete the attached Agent Affidavit. If there is more than one owner, each owner must

complete an Agent Affidavit. Application will be voided if changes to this application are found.

2. Property Information: *

A. Existing Street Address: 63SS~ MocJ^^^X\\Cn. Nl p£-
Parcel ID (s): 3S~ JSJ?>0 -1 \[1~ DCt>~

B. Total acreage of the subject property: --?

C. Existing Zoning: Aj ^a V^_

Proposed Zoning: it ^JA L\
FLU Category: MU.~U

D. Is the subject property developed (if yes, explain): Vo/S -••) ' hl& if-£^~

T
E. Sanitary Sewer: c:KSeptic
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3363 WEST PARK PLACE • PENSACOLA, FLORIDA  32505 • 850-595-3404 • 850-595-3405 (FAX) 

 
BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS 

ESCAMBIA COUNTY, FLORIDA 
 

INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM 
 

TO:  Andrew Holmer, Division Manager 
   Development Services Department 
 
FROM: David Forte, Division Manager 
  Transportation & Traffic Operations Division 
 
DATE: October 24, 2017 
 
RE: Transportation & Traffic Operations (TTO) Comments – Z-2017-17 
 

TTO Staff has reviewed the Rezoning Case (Z)-2017-17, 6355 Mockingbird 
Lane, agenda item for the Planning Board meeting scheduled for November 7, 2017. 
Please see the below comments. 
 

Currently, there are no Roadway Improvement Projects programmed in the 
County’s Capital Improvement Program within the vicinity of the subject parcel.  

 
TTO Staff understands that the applicant intends to place a manufactured home 

on the parcel, which the current zoning of MDR prohibits such use. However, TTO Staff 
has concerns with the proposed rezoning from MDR to HDMU, as HDMU is a rather 
intense zoning district for a local roadway (Mockingbird Lane).  

 
The increase in dwelling units (10 dwelling units per acre to 25 dwelling units per 

acre) has the potential to substantially impact the roadway as it is currently designed 
and functions. The Institute of Traffic Engineers standard is 10 trips per day per single 
family residence. For example, if the site were to be “built out” to its current density 
maximum of 50 dwelling units (10 du/acre @ 5 acres), the roadway could experience an 
approx. increase of 500 trips per day, whereas a full “build out” at 25 du/acre (HDMU), 
the roadway could experience an approx. increase of 1,250 trips per day. Such an 
increase in daily traffic could require roadway improvements to accommodate such 
traffic. 

 
TTO’s review is solely based off the application submittal packet, so the 

comments above hold no bearing on any future TTO comments during the Development 
Review process.  
 
 
cc: Horace Jones, Development Services Department Director 

Joy Blackmon, P.E., Public Works Department Director 
 Colby Brown, P.E., Public Works Department Deputy Director 
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             ESCAMBIA COUNTY PLANNING BOARD
                 QUASI-JUDICIAL HEARING
_____________________________________________________

CASE #:       Z-2017-17

Applicant:    Wanda French-Hawkins, Agent for
              Jason Hawkins, Owner
Address:      6355 Mockingbird Lane
Property      4.86 (+/-) acres
Size :

From:         MDR, Medium Density Residential district
              (10 du/acre)
To:           HDMU, High Density Mixed-use district
              (25 du/acre)

________________________________________________________

             A quasi-judicial hearing was held in the
above-styled cause before the Escambia County Planning
Board on the 7th day of November 2017, commencing at
approximately 8:30 a.m., at the Escambia County Central
Office Complex, 3363 West Park Place, Room 104,
Governmental Center, Pensacola, Florida, reported by
David A. Deik, CP, CPE, Professional Reporter.
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1                  P R O C E E D I N G S
2
3               (Planning Board staff was sworn.)
4               THE CHAIRMAN:  Today there's only one
5         case, and this is Case Z-2017-17, which is a
6         request for rezoning from medium-density
7         residential district to high-density mixed-use.
8         All right.
9               So first I'll start now from my left.

10         Members of the board, have there been any ex
11         parte communications between you and the
12         applicant or the applicant's agents, attorneys
13         or witnesses, with fellow Planning Board members
14         or anyone from the general public prior to this
15         hearing?  Have you visited the subject property?
16               Please also disclose if you are a relative
17         or business associate of the applicant or the
18         applicant's agents.
19               MR. OPALENIK:  No to all.
20               MS. HIGHTOWER:  No to all.
21               MR. GRAY:  No to all.
22               THE CHAIRMAN:  No to all as well.
23               MR. FEARS:  No to all.
24               MR. INGWELL:  No to all.
25               MR. CLAY:  No to all.
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1                      PLANNING BOARD
2

       BOARD MEMBERS PRESENT:
3
4        ALAN GRAY                  JAY INGWELL

       At Large                   District 1
5

       ERIC FEARS
6

       WILLIAM CLAY               TIM PYLE, Acting Chair
7        District 3                 District 2
8

       PATTY HIGHTOWER            STEPHEN OPALENIK
9        School Board               Navy
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11
12        MEREDITH CRAWFORD, ESQUIRE

       Assistant County Attorney
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17                          - - -
18                          INDEX
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1               THE CHAIRMAN:  Please note that doesn't
2         mean we don't know where the property is, simply
3         that we didn't visit in this particular case.
4               Staff, was notice of the hearing sent to
5         all interested parties?
6               MS. MEADOR:  Yes, sir.
7               THE CHAIRMAN:  Was notice of the hearing
8         posted on the subject property?
9               MS. MEADOR:  Yes, sir.

10               THE CHAIRMAN:  Staff, if you will now
11         present maps and photographs for Case Number
12         Z-2017-17.
13               MR. JONES:  My name is Horace Jones,
14         Director for Development Services Department.
15               The findings that were written by Mr.
16         Caleb -- Mr. Caleb is not here today.  As a
17         matter of fact, he's enjoying his honeymoon, so
18         . . . But the rezoning case is from MDR to
19         high-density mixed-use.
20               As you can see on the screen, you see the
21         location map.  You see the 500-foot zoning
22         radius map.  You see the future land-use
23         category of mixed-use urban.  You see the
24         existing land-use map.  You see the aerial map.
25         You see the notice of the public hearing sign.
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1               Just to let you know, we do have higher
2         signs, bigger signs.  We did order them.  You
3         see the site maps are coming up now.  Direct
4         access to the site from the heavily wooded area.
5         Looking north from the site across Mobile
6         Highway.  Looking west on to the site.  Looking
7         west onto the site.  Looking north along the
8         road.  Looking north from the site.
9               Those are the maps and the other

10         information as presented.
11               THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.
12               MR. GRAY:  Chairman, could we go back one
13         slide, please?
14               THE CHAIRMAN:  Sure.
15               MR. GRAY:  Could we go back to the
16         existing, please?
17               MR. JONES:  Mm-hmm.
18               MR. GRAY:  May I ask a question of officer
19         Jones, please?
20               MR. JONES:  Yes, sir.
21               MR. GRAY:  What appears to be subdivided
22         land to the south of the vacant parcel, which is
23         adjacent to this parcel in question, those are
24         all vacant.
25               Are they -- Is there -- What access do
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1                          - - -
2               WANDA FRENCH-HAWKINS, upon being duly
3         sworn, was examined and testified as follows:
4                          - - -
5               THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  Can you give
6         your name and address?  I apologize.
7               THE WITNESS:  Wanda French-Hawkins.  And
8         it's 911 Montclair Road, Pensacola, Florida.
9               THE COURT:  Have you received a copy of

10         the rezoning hearing package with findings of
11         fact?
12               THE WITNESS:  Yes.
13               THE CHAIRMAN:  You understand that you
14         have the burden of providing by substantial and
15         competent evidence that a proposed rezoning is
16         consistent with the Comprehensive Plan, furthers
17         the goals, objectives and policies of the
18         Comprehensive Plan, and is not in conflict with
19         any portion of the county's Land Development
20         Code?
21               THE WITNESS:  Yes.
22               THE CHAIRMAN:  Please proceed.
23               THE WITNESS:  We're -- I'm asking for the
24         code to be changed for my dad, Mr. Jason
25         Hawkins, Senior, so that he can put the
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1         those parcels have that are just to the south?
2         I wish I had a laser.
3               MR. JONES:  As you can -- As we get into
4         the map, as we get into the presentation, you
5         are going to see it is going to be a
6         presentation from the applicant, as well as from
7         staff to confirm, that access is very, very
8         constraining and very limited.
9               You come up Mockingbird, and then it's

10         access by some type of easement, which is very,
11         very limited and constrained, so -- And that's
12         going to be a factor as part of the discussion.
13         Very, very limited.
14               MR. GRAY:  Okay.  Thank you, Mr. Jones,
15         Mr. Chairman.
16               MR. JONES:  Yes.
17               THE CHAIRMAN:  Sure.  So would the
18         applicant or their representative please come
19         forward?
20               MS. FRENCH-HAWKINS:  Good morning.
21               THE CHAIRMAN:  Please state your full name
22         and please be sworn in.
23               MS. FRENCH-HAWKINS:  My full name is Wanda
24         French-Hawkins.
25
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1         manufactured home that he purchased back in
2         August to be placed on his land.
3               I do have pictures from the land, a little
4         more than what Horace showed -- Mr. Jones
5         showed.  I don't have them on there, but I do
6         have them in my book.
7               MS. MEADOR:  Okay.  Are those the ones you
8         turned in?
9               THE CHAIRMAN:  Yeah.  That was --

10               THE WITNESS:  Do you have them?
11               MS. MEADOR:  Yes.
12               THE CHAIRMAN:  That was part of the
13         package.
14               THE WITNESS:  Okay.
15               THE CHAIRMAN:  Yep.  Thank you.
16               And you have handwritten notes on those?
17               THE WITNESS:  Yes.
18               THE CHAIRMAN:  Does anybody have any
19         questions?
20               THE WITNESS:  That's the trailer
21         starting -- going down into -- down into
22         Mockingbird towards the property.
23               And I just took pictures showing that
24         there's nothing there but land; just bushes,
25         trees.
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1               THE CHAIRMAN:  How long has your father
2         owned the property?
3               THE WITNESS:  They've had it in the family
4         over 50 years.
5               THE CHAIRMAN:  Really.
6               THE WITNESS:  Mm-hmm.
7               THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.
8               As you go through this, remember those six
9         items that I mentioned.

10               You may want to put those up after we go
11         through the pictures of the items that -- And
12         you've gone through it in your package.  If you
13         wouldn't mind going through that and sharing why
14         we should make the change.
15               THE WITNESS:  Okay.
16               THE CHAIRMAN:  Again, all those -- Up
17         here, we have to only base it on those criteria.
18               THE WITNESS:  Okay.  This is on his
19         property.  That's the only two trailers that's
20         down in that area.  And that belongs to Tonette
21         Arnold's two trailers.
22               And as you're making your way away from
23         her property, it kind of turns into a circle and
24         it comes out.  And then dad's property is to the
25         left.
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1               MR. INGWELL:  On one of the photos, is it
2         looking north from a site across Mobile Highway?
3               MR. JONES:  Yes.  That is going into an
4         area that was -- that we was going to ask for
5         the board to grant permission to strike that
6         out.  That Mobile Highway, that's an error,
7         scrivener's error, yes.
8               MR. INGWELL:  Because it's going to be --
9               MR. FEARS:  Does Mockingbird Lane end at

10         your parcel, or does it terminate before and
11         there's an easement to your parcel?
12               THE WITNESS:  The easement is to the
13         parcel.
14               MR. JONES:  There is an easement to the
15         parcel.  You hit Mockingbird.  Then you'll see a
16         little -- a little concrete section.  You go in
17         that concrete section and go -- The road is with
18         it, the easement, so it's really -- It really
19         should be looking from Mockingbird.
20               MR. FEARS:  Mockingbird is county
21         maintained?
22               MR. JONES:  Yes.  Yes.  Definitely.
23               MR. FEARS:  But the maintenance terminates
24         before the property line of Mr. Hawkins.
25               MR. JONES:  Yes.  Yes, it does.
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1               And again, as you can see, it's nothing
2         but bushes, trees, and the garbage that people
3         throw on there.
4               MR. GRAY:  So that trailer home is not on
5         your property, your father's property?
6               THE WITNESS:  No.  That's the Arnold's
7         property.
8               MR. GRAY:  Is the Arnold's property north
9         of south of their [sic] property?  And is it

10         their . . .
11               THE WITNESS:  It's just towards the back
12         of it.  I don't know.
13               MR. GRAY:  But it's adjacent.
14               THE WITNESS:  Mm-hmm.
15               MR. GRAY:  Okay.  And how is that
16         manufactured home on that property?  Is it an
17         existing -- Is it a nonconforming, or . . .
18               MR. JONES:  According to what was told to
19         me, that is -- that it has been there and is
20         used as a residence, so it appears to be a legal
21         nonconforming use because someone is living
22         there.
23               But the zoning -- The current zoning did
24         not allow for it, but it appears to be one of
25         those legal nonconforming mobile homes.
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1               THE CHAIRMAN:  Can I ask Ms. Hawkins to go
2         through your presentation, hitting those items.
3         And then we'll come back.  And I think we've all
4         got plenty of good questions.  We'll allow Ms.
5         Hawkins to go through each of those criteria and
6         address each one.
7               THE WITNESS:  Okay.
8               THE CHAIRMAN:  And follow your
9         presentation.

10               THE WITNESS:  Okay.  Okay.  And you're
11         talking about this; right?
12               MR. JONES:  Yes.
13               THE WITNESS:  Thank you.
14               MR. JONES:  Start with number one.
15               THE WITNESS:  1-B or the property?
16         Because you got a couple 1s in here.
17               MR. JONES:  Starting with B, all those.
18         Starting with B on down.
19               THE WITNESS:  Okay.  Okay.
20               The future land use is -- which is
21         including the two homes from Tonette Arnold, the
22         home would fit the code.
23               The goal is to improve Dad's property as
24         well as others that own land there.  And there
25         are no conflicts with the area or those areas
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1         around Mockingbird Lane.
2               Do I just keep reading?
3               THE CHAIRMAN:  Yeah, that's --
4               THE WITNESS:  Okay.
5               THE CHAIRMAN:  That's consistent with the
6         LDC.  I mean, I read it.  And I get it.  I just
7         kind of want -- Those are the criteria, and I'd
8         love it if you would feel free to expand on it,
9         because I'm sure we'll have some questions, and

10         then they'll go through their case as well after
11         this.
12               THE WITNESS:  Okay.
13               THE CHAIRMAN:  Go right ahead.
14               THE WITNESS:  Okay.
15               And yes, there are no conflicts with any
16         of its provisions.
17               This meets the requirements of being
18         one-fourth of a mile of -- I don't know how to
19         say that -- arterial street.  And it does
20         comply.
21               The area surrounding the lot has nothing
22         but trees, bushes and empty land and the trash
23         which people dump there.  And Dad's home would
24         not negatively influence any current residents.
25         I can only see an improvement of the land.
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1               THE CHAIRMAN:  Do you have anything
2         additional to present to the board?
3               THE WITNESS:  Other than all of my
4         pictures, and I think --
5               THE CHAIRMAN:  Right.
6               THE WITNESS:  -- they showed all of them.
7               THE CHAIRMAN:  Right.  Yes, ma'am.
8               We'll go ahead, and if you don't mind,
9         we'll let the staff present their findings.

10               THE WITNESS:  Okay.
11               THE CHAIRMAN:  Probably stick close by.
12               THE WITNESS:  Okay.  Thank you.
13               THE CHAIRMAN:  Go ahead, Horace.
14               MR. JONES:  Thank you, Chairman, Planning
15         Board members.
16               Criterion A, consistent with the
17         Comprehensive Plan.  Whether the proposed
18         rezoning is consistent with the goals and
19         objectives and policies of the Comprehensive
20         Plan and not in conflict with any of the plan's
21         provisions.
22               The findings, as written.  The proposed
23         amendment to HDMU is consistent with intent and
24         purpose of the future land-use category,
25         mixed-use suburban, as stated in Comprehensive
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1               Ms. Arnold has two trailers -- two homes
2         on her property, and she's the only person
3         living on her land, which is about three feet
4         from Dad's land.
5               New use on the land would be a great
6         improvement to all of the properties that is in
7         that area.  And put in affordable homes on the
8         land would be an improvement.  And there is
9         nothing there but trees, bushes, land, again,

10         and garbage.
11               The new zoning would allow other
12         landowners on Mockingbird near Dad's land to
13         improve their land by putting a manufactured
14         home on theirs.
15               There is four lots without anything on it.
16         Most people can't afford to build a $100,000
17         home to put there.
18               Dad's land is developed without wetland or
19         nature or to be preserved.  There is nothing
20         around the area but bushes and trees, and there
21         would be a major improvement to the land.  Maybe
22         the dumping of the property would cease.  Did I
23         get all six?
24               THE CHAIRMAN:  Very good.
25               THE WITNESS:  Thank you.
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1         Plan FLU 1-3.1.
2               The Comprehensive Plan allows for
3         residential, retail sales and services,
4         professional offices, recreational facilities,
5         public and civic uses, as well as limited
6         agricultural.
7               Criterion B, consistent with the Land
8         Development Code.  Whether the proposed
9         amendment is in conflict with any portion of

10         this code and is consistent with the stated
11         purpose and intent of this code.
12               As you can see from the -- Then we go on
13         to cite the applicable regulations concerning
14         the LDC.  And I'm going to read the findings for
15         Criterion B.
16               They are as follows:  The proposed
17         amendment is not consistent with intent and
18         purpose of the Land Development Code.
19               From a strict review of the regulations
20         stated above, the site does not meet the
21         following required location criteria.  And as
22         you can see from the maps that are presented
23         from Ms. French, as well as from the maps that
24         we have in our backup.
25               As listed from the -- intersection,
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1         proximity traffic generator and site design,
2         additionally, the more intense uses of HDMU,
3         such as apartments, to neighborhood retail
4         sales, retail services and professional offices
5         are not found in the surrounding area of the
6         parcel in question.
7               Please note that any potential uses,
8         including intense residential uses, for example,
9         apartments, appears to be constrained due to the

10         existing site conditions.
11               And again, one of the existing site
12         conditions primarily is access to the site is by
13         a little, small easement.  And that is -- that
14         is a factor.
15               The lot size and other regulatory
16         requirements.  That would need to be reviewed
17         during the site development review process.  See
18         Exhibit A for photos submitted by the applicant.
19               Criterion C, whether all land uses,
20         development activities and conditions allowed by
21         the proposed zoning are compatible with the
22         surrounding conforming uses, activities and
23         conditions, and are able to coexist in a
24         relatively proximity to them in a stable fashion
25         over time, such that known use, activity or
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1               What I'm saying is that single-family
2         homes and mobile homes, they are considered
3         residential uses of very, very low intensity.
4               Criterion D, whether the area to which the
5         proposed rezoning would apply as changed or is
6         changing to such degree that it is in the public
7         interest to encourage new uses, density or
8         intensity in the rezoning area through the
9         rezoning.

10               Findings:  Staff found no changed
11         conditions that would impact the amendment or
12         property.
13               Criterion E, development patterns.
14         Whether the proposed rezoning would contribute
15         to or result in a logical and orderly
16         development pattern.
17               The proposed amendment would not result in
18         a logical or orderly development pattern.  The
19         subject property has HDM zoning to the
20         southeast, yet only residential uses, with the
21         exception of a church on all these parcels.
22         High-density mixed-use, it does bring in that
23         commercial component.
24               The subject property is surrounded by MDR
25         zoned properties.  The current development
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1         condition negatively impacts another.
2               The appropriateness of the rezoning is not
3         limited to any specific use that may be proposed
4         but is evident for all permitted uses of the
5         rezoning request.
6               Findings:  The proposed amendment is not
7         compatible with the surrounding existing uses in
8         the area.  However, within the 500-foot radius
9         impact area, staff observed properties within

10         the zoning districts MDR and HDMU, as indicated
11         on the zoning map.
12               From a visit to the site, staff observed
13         three mobile homes, one church, single-family
14         residences and vacant residential properties, as
15         indicated on the existing land-use map.
16               The proposed amendment would result in a
17         more intense use of the subject property than
18         the surrounding adjacent properties.
19               Most parcels in the area are single-family
20         residences and are vacant.  The allowable
21         commercial uses in the HDM zoning category are
22         incompatible with the current surrounding
23         parcels in the immediate area, but the uses
24         found on the adjacent and contiguous parcels are
25         existing residential uses.
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1         pattern found in the area is residential,
2         whether it be mobile homes or single-family
3         homes.
4               Criterion F, whether the proposed rezoning
5         would increase the probability of any
6         significant adverse impact on the natural
7         environment.
8               According to the National Wetland
9         Inventory, wetlands and hydric soils were not

10         indicated on the subject property.
11               When applicable, further review during the
12         site plan review process would be necessary to
13         determine if there would be any significant
14         adverse impacts on the natural environment.
15               This concludes staff findings of fact.
16               THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  I have a question,
17         Ms. Hawkins.
18               The purpose is, you feel for the change,
19         is to make it available for your father to move
20         a manufactured home on that property; is that
21         correct?
22               THE WITNESS:  Correct.
23               THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  Mr. Jones?
24               MR. JONES:  Yes.
25               THE CHAIRMAN:  My question to you -- I
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1         thought I misunderstood you earlier.  I guess on
2         the staff's presentation, really the second page
3         under the definition of medium-density
4         residential, MDR, and below that the HDMU, I see
5         where it says very clearly "residential uses
6         within the MDR district are limited to
7         single-family and two-family dwellings."
8               "The district allows nonresidential uses
9         that are compatible with suburban or urban

10         residential neighborhoods."
11               The definition under the HDMU says
12         "residential uses within the district include
13         all forms of single-family, two-family and
14         multifamily dwellings."  So why doesn't it --
15         Why doesn't the manufactured home meet the MDR?
16               MR. JONES:  Okay.  Because medium-density
17         residential, it is a -- it is a specific zoning
18         district that does not allow for mobile homes.
19               THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.
20               MR. JONES:  It does not allow for mobile
21         homes.  So therefore, based upon that, a
22         rezoning would be needed if someone wanted to
23         put a mobile home on their particular area.
24               THE CHAIRMAN:  Right.  So I guess Mr.
25         Fears' point, there are three others in the
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1         HDMU is the only zoning category unless you go
2         higher to commercial and other things, but HDMU
3         is the only one that would allow for it.
4               MR. FEARS:  Those two aspects seem at the
5         opposite end of the spectrum of land
6         development: manufactured homes, commercial.
7               MR. JONES:  We do understand.  And
8         high-density mixed-use does allow for --
9         High-density mixed-use does allow for commercial

10         as well as residential, but within our
11         regulation, we just don't have no other zoning
12         category that would allow for -- in this area,
13         that would allow for that.
14               And HDMU, if you look at the existing on
15         the -- one of the maps, you see where HDMU is in
16         the area, but it's not in that specific
17         location.
18               Pull up the zoning map, if you don't mind,
19         Kayla, please.
20               As you can see, you do see HDMU in that
21         area -- in that area.  We looked at that area.
22         It does have mobile homes in that particular
23         area as well.  No commercial, but it does have
24         mobile homes.
25               MR. GRAY:  Well, there's mobile homes in
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1         immediate area, those are in violation of that?
2               MR. JONES:  It appears -- It appears that
3         they are used as a residence, so therefore, it
4         appears that from what we looked up in our
5         records, there appears to be legal nonconforming
6         uses.  They have been there prior to the zoning,
7         so it just -- it just -- From what we
8         discovered, that is a legal nonconforming use
9         because people are living there.

10               THE CHAIRMAN:  Seems somewhat punitive to
11         me, after the gentleman's been fined for dumping
12         and having to pay for other people dumping their
13         garbage.
14               I'm sorry.  I'll go for the staff -- I
15         mean, the board to ask any questions of the
16         staff or Ms. Hawkins.
17               MR. FEARS:  So I'll ask the obvious
18         because to the applicant, HDMU, that doesn't
19         mean anything.  The applicant has a very
20         specific objective.
21               And is it -- Is HDMU, with all of its
22         commercial baggage, the only option for a
23         manufactured home to be in an area like this?
24               MR. JONES:  Yes.  In this area and this
25         zoning, yes.  And that's part of the problem.
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1         MDR as well currently right now.
2               MR. JONES:  Yes.
3               MR. GRAY:  More than one within that
4         screen capture --
5               MR. JONES:  Yes, sir.
6               MR. GRAY:  -- of the satellite view.
7               MR. JONES:  Yes, sir.  Yes, sir.
8               MR. GRAY:  And you think these came in
9         before the date?  When was the code adopted?

10         '65 '64, something like that?
11               MS. CRAWFORD:  2015.
12               MR. JONES:  2015.
13               MR. GRAY:  Okay.  The new code.
14               When did zoning take hold?
15               MR. JONES:  Oh, my.  In the -- In the late
16         1989, very, very late.  And then it . . .
17               MR. GRAY:  So I'm looking at mobile homes
18         that are in the 40-year-old-looking range, and
19         they predate the code.
20               MR. JONES:  Yes.
21               MR. GRAY:  They could very well be
22         nonconforming, but they predate the code, so
23         technically, they're there.
24               MR. JONES:  Yes.
25               And -- and I don't want to use the word
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1         "unfortunately."  That's all over the place
2         because we did have zoning so late.
3               They can be replaced within a certain time
4         frame, and so they can -- they can be used as a
5         residence.  Within that time frame they can be
6         replaced.
7               THE CHAIRMAN:  So I'm sure that Mr.
8         Jones -- you can stay right there -- just
9         explained to you we're -- how the board's in a

10         bit of a conundrum.
11               We are not here to -- whether we like Mr.
12         Hawkins or not.  However, what they intend to do
13         with is the potential legal use of the property
14         by definition of the code and zoning change.
15               So that's why we have to stick with those
16         six, the principles that we asked you to
17         address.  I'll mention that because -- And now
18         ask for public comment.
19               Members of the public who wish to speak on
20         the matter, please note the Planning Board bases
21         its decisions on the approval conditions and
22         exceptions described in Section 2-7.2 of the
23         Escambia County Land Development Code.
24               During its deliberations, the Planning
25         Board will not consider general statements of
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1         who speak, approximately three minutes, but go
2         right ahead.
3               THE WITNESS:  I just had a question.  I'm
4         just here to support my grandfather and my mom.
5         But my question was -- Can you go back to the
6         other screen where he was speaking about the
7         findings?
8               Says, "Within the MDR district are limited
9         to single-family and two-family dwellings."

10               And I mean, you guys can correct me if I'm
11         wrong, but a dwelling is a home.  It's just a
12         place where you -- a place where you just
13         reside, but what is -- Does that not -- Like,
14         how is the mobile home separate from that?  What
15         is -- What makes the mobile home so significant
16         that it's not considered a dwelling?
17               THE CHAIRMAN:  Mr. Jones, would you like
18         to respond to that?
19               MR. JONES:  That's a very, very good
20         question.
21               And I'll tell you right now, that -- that
22         question has always been an issue with the issue
23         of planning.  There is a perception when it
24         comes to mobile home homes.
25               THE CHAIRMAN:  Does the code specifically
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1         support or opposition.
2               Accordingly, please limit your testimony
3         to the approval conditions and exceptions
4         described in Section 2-7.2.
5               Please also note that only those
6         individuals who are present and give testimony
7         on the record at this hearing before the
8         Planning Board will be allowed to speak at the
9         subsequent hearing before the BCC.

10               That being said, I have some names of
11         folks who wish to speak on the matter.
12               And first I have Ms. Deja McCullough.  Is
13         that correct?
14               MS. McCULLOUGH:  Yes.
15               THE CHAIRMAN:  You will please state your
16         name and your address and be sworn in.
17               MS. McCULLOUGH:  Deja McCullough, 4054
18         Glenway Drive, Pensacola 32526.
19                          - - -
20               DEJA McCULLOUGH, upon being duly sworn,
21         was examined and testified as follows:
22                          - - -
23               THE CHAIRMAN:  Apologies.  It won't be the
24         last name I probably mess up today.
25               But you also have a timer for all those
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1         define it?
2               MR. JONES:  Yes.  Yes, it does.  It's
3         definitely defined.  It's definitely defined
4         under the code.
5               Prior to the -- Prior to an old land
6         development code, the area was R-1.  R-1 did not
7         allow for mobile homes as well, so there's a
8         perception that sometimes -- that people do not
9         like the mobile homes in their area.  That's

10         the --
11               MS. CRAWFORD:  And there's a difference
12         from -- Meredith Major Crawford -- between a
13         mobile home and a manufactured home.
14               If it's on a chassis, I guess on wheels
15         versus being a manufactured home in the code
16         versus -- You know, always up to the board to
17         amend the code or to find different findings
18         from what the staff presented.  That's well
19         within your purview.
20               MR. JONES:  And let me add to that.  Yes,
21         there is a difference between a manufactured
22         home, a mobile home and a modular home.
23               Now, this is the thing -- this is the
24         thing:  A manufactured home -- In our current
25         Land Development Code, a manufactured home and a
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1         mobile home is considered the same thing.
2               One is just a little bit more expensive,
3         but as far as when it comes to -- it is still
4         the state law still recognizes them as a mobile
5         home.  It's just better quality, bigger, more
6         expensive in today's market.
7               Now, a modular home, which is a site-built
8         home, that can go in any zoning category, if
9         plans are brought in, but a manufactured home is

10         still on a chassis.  It's still considered a
11         mobile home under the state law.
12               And that's why -- and that's why our Land
13         Development Code -- There are certain
14         definitions, but it's still considered --
15         manufactured home is still considered a mobile
16         home, and it's still not allowed in certain
17         zoning categories in Escambia County.
18               THE CHAIRMAN:  So a different code applies
19         as a result of that.
20               So tie-downs, for instance, have to
21         conform.  Like a single-family home has
22         different applications for wind.  All that are
23         applied differently, if I'm not mistaken.
24               MR. JONES:  Yes.
25               THE CHAIRMAN:  Very good question.
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1         the code; and again, also to either adopt
2         staff's findings or find differently.
3               MR. GRAY:  But the discussion today is
4         about allowing the mobile home to change to
5         high-density use.
6               MR. JONES:  And this is the thing, now.
7         For the record, now, they did -- they did say
8         they have purchased a manufactured home.
9               But it's still -- In our regulations, it's

10         still considered a mobile home.  So that's the
11         difference.  Our regulations still consider it a
12         mobile home.  But they have purchased -- They
13         said they purchased a manufactured home, which
14         is --
15               THE WITNESS:  So can I build a home on the
16         property?
17               MR. JONES:  A single-family home can
18         definitely be allowed in a medium-density
19         residential district.
20               THE WITNESS:  Well, the mobile home is a
21         single-family home.
22               MR. JONES:  We understand that.
23               THE WITNESS:  I'm just asking a question.
24               MR. JONES:  We understand.
25               THE WITNESS:  I just wanted clarity on it
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1               MR. JONES:  And again, that's our code
2         and the state law still consider -- They are
3         still the two.  One is just a little bit more
4         expensive -- expensive than a regular, what we
5         want to call mobile home.
6               THE CHAIRMAN:  So a manufactured home on
7         chassis, as you said?
8               MR. JONES:  Both of them -- both of them
9         can be.

10               THE CHAIRMAN:  And are able to be moved.
11               MR. JONES:  Yes.
12               THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.
13               MS. CRAWFORD:  And just to be clear, based
14         on what Mr. Jones said, as a follow-up, it's not
15         a matter of what is more expensive or less
16         expensive.  I just want to make that clear.
17         It's not something that's less expensive that's
18         not allowed.
19               It's based on the construction and type of
20         structure.  And again, it's within the purview
21         of this board to recommend changes to the Board
22         of County Commissioners --
23               MR. JONES:  Definitely.
24               MS. CRAWFORD:  -- if you see something
25         that, you know, you feel inappropriate within
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1         because, I mean, it just doesn't -- it doesn't
2         make any sense.  I can build a home on it, but I
3         can't purchase a mobile home to place on the
4         land.  Even on the -- Is that the code that I
5         was looking at with that number that was there?
6         That's what that is?
7               MR. JONES:  Yes.
8               THE WITNESS:  Because it doesn't -- it
9         doesn't go on to specifics.  I had to ask the

10         question for it to be specified and broken down
11         into what the difference is between a home and a
12         manufactured home.
13               But it says "dwelling."  If you look at
14         the definition of a dwelling, it says "a home."
15               MR. JONES:  We do understand.
16               We understand the debate.  That's the
17         issue of the Planning Board wants to bring this
18         up, and --
19               THE CHAIRMAN:  -- the definition.
20               MR. JONES:  This is the definition.
21         MDR -- MDR.
22               THE WITNESS:  Is it on the screen, or do I
23         need to come over?
24               MR. JONES:  Put up -- put up -- Go to the
25         zoning district for MDR, the definition.  The
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1         zoning district for MDR.  Okay?  The zoning
2         districts.
3               And again, we do understand this.  And I
4         know that Mr. Alan Gray here -- He had heard
5         this many times.  We do understand.
6               The permitted uses in MDR.  This is what
7         we look at.
8               THE WITNESS:  Mm-hmm.
9               MR. JONES:  Okay.

10               Could you highlight that for me?  That
11         would be perfect.
12               These are the permitted uses.  If you look
13         at 37-2.7b1a.  Permitted uses within the MDR
14         zoning districts.
15               Number one, it says, (reading) "A
16         manufactured,  mobile home only within a
17         manufactured home parks or subdivision."  And
18         this is not.
19               No new or single-family -- "No new or
20         expanded manufactured home parks, and no new or
21         expanded manufactured subdivisions.  Only on
22         land zoned V-4."  And this was --  This had an
23         old R-1 zoning prior to the adoption of the
24         single-family.
25               Then you go to B.  Can you highlight B for
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1               MR. JONES:  No, ma'am.
2               THE WITNESS:  -- or no?
3               MR. JONES:  No, ma'am.
4               THE WITNESS:  Okay.  Was there ever a time
5         I would have been able to place a mobile home
6         there?
7               THE WITNESS:  Not since the zoning of R-1
8         zoning.  And that -- and that was -- R-1 was the
9         original zoning.

10               And like I said, zoning came in place like
11         in 1989.  That was the original zoning, was R-1,
12         which was single family.
13               THE CHAIRMAN:  So Horace, if the applicant
14         were to come here and have a larger property in
15         this area, want to put a manufactured home park,
16         they would have to, in essence, do the same --
17               MR. JONES:  Yes.
18               THE CHAIRMAN:  -- same zoning change;
19         correct?
20               MR. JONES:  Yes.  Yes.  Definitely.  A
21         manufactured home park is lot more extensive and
22         deals with roofs and everything.
23               THE CHAIRMAN:  Roads and everything.
24               MR. JONES:  So that would be more than
25         just a normal permitting process that my front
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1         me as well, Kayla, so we could . . . Now we're
2         going to the permitted uses.
3               "Single-family dwellings other than
4         manufactured homes, detached only on one per
5         lot."
6               So the zoning just excludes manufactured
7         homes, so that's why -- that is why we have to
8         go -- That's why the code requires if someone
9         put a different use, they must petition the

10         board for -- to apply for a rezoning.
11               They make a recommendation.  Then it must
12         be approved -- final approval that comes before
13         the Board of County Commissioners.
14               So we have to go by the applicable law
15         that we have at this time.
16               Your discussion -- Your rationale, it has
17         some merit.  But at this point, we're just
18         dealing with the law that we have in place right
19         now.
20               THE WITNESS:  So what was it before 2015?
21               MR. JONES:  2015.  It was all one zoning.
22               THE WITNESS:  All one zoning.
23               MR. JONES:  All one --
24               THE WITNESS:  So before 2015, I would have
25         been able to place a mobile home on there --
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1         counter people handle.  Site plan requires a
2         complete process.  Yes.
3               THE WITNESS:  So what difference -- or
4         what could we do differently in order to qualify
5         the mobile home to be able to be on the
6         property?
7               MR. JONES:  This is what we're trying to
8         do right now.
9               The request that Ms. French made is what

10         she's petitioned the Planning Board to do right
11         now, to petition for a rezoning to a zoning
12         district that would allow for mobile homes or
13         manufactured homes.
14               THE WITNESS:  So we just basically get it
15         to qualify to be on that land, then, is what
16         you're saying?
17               THE CHAIRMAN:  That's what we're here
18         today doing.
19               THE WITNESS:  Okay.
20               THE CHAIRMAN:  The zoning change.
21               THE WITNESS:  Yes.  Okay.
22               THE CHAIRMAN:  If there's anything else,
23         we'll go on to -- Unless you want to say
24         anything else.
25               THE WITNESS:  No.  That was only my
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1         question.
2               THE CHAIRMAN:  That's very good.
3               THE WITNESS:  Thank you.
4               MR. GRAY:  Thank you.
5               THECHAIRMAN:  The next speaker I have is
6         David King.
7               Mr. King, if you'll give us your name and
8         address and be sworn in.
9               MR. KING:  David King, 6384 Manassas

10         Court, Pensacola.
11                          - - -
12               DAVID KING, upon being duly sworn, was
13         examined and testified as follows:
14                          - - -
15               THE WITNESS:  Okay.  Give me just a
16         moment.
17               According to the Escambia County Land
18         Development Code, in a couple of items I'd like
19         to touch on.
20               The spot zoning is -- is -- is defined as
21         "Zoning applied to an area of land regardless of
22         sizes that's different from all zoning of
23         contiguous land.
24               "Such isolated or spot zoning is usually
25         higher in density and intensity and use of the
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1         documented compatibility analysis prepared by
2         the applicant.  Has that been accomplished?  In
3         accordance with the LDC?
4               MR. JONES:  That has not been submitted,
5         but with her -- with her pictures and with the
6         findings, what the staff observed, but that has
7         not been submitted by her.
8               THE WITNESS:  Okay.  So my question is:
9         You have received the application -- a complete

10         application from this --
11               MR. JONES:  Yes.
12               THE WITNESS:  All right.  Has the burden
13         of proof been done that this is actually the
14         owner of the land?  Is this actually the owner
15         of the land?
16               MR. JONES:  Basically, what the deeds that
17         they submitted, the one today, that Mr. Jason
18         Hawkins is the owner, according to what is --
19         according to the records of the county.
20               THE WITNESS:  If I may approach.
21               THE CHAIRMAN:  Hand it to Ms. Crawford.
22               THE WITNESS:  According to Escambia County
23         Tax Collector's Office, as of two o'clock this
24         morning, they're not listed as the owner of
25         record of this piece of property.  Who does it
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1         adjoining zoning and may, therefore, extend
2         privileges not extended -- generally extended to
3         property similarly located in the area.
4               "Spot zoning is not by itself prohibited,
5         but due to potential adverse impacts on
6         adjoining zoning, it carries a higher burden of
7         demonstration that, if authorized, will
8         contribute to or result in logical orderly
9         development."

10               As Mr. Jones has stated, there is not any
11         changes that he sees that's -- that is -- that
12         has been occurring, so there's not something
13         where there will be a future land-use change
14         within that area.
15               The purpose for future land use would be
16         to help develop rural area, provide -- and
17         provide protection for both the landowners and
18         also give benefits to the -- to a -- commercial
19         entities.
20               So I don't see that this is -- this is
21         relevant.  And I mean, this is relevant, but
22         what they're asking is not in accordance with
23         that.
24               Second thing is:  I don't believe that
25         there was . . . There was supposed to be done a
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1         say?
2               MS. CRAWFORD:  It appears to be a printout
3         from the Property Appraisers' Web site.
4               MR. JONES:  And if I -- and if I may, and
5         Ms. Wanda or Mr. Hawkins is present.
6               According to what was told to me -- That's
7         why I had the same question.  That's why we
8         asked them to furnish us a copy of the warranty
9         deed that has been recorded with the Clerk of

10         Court's office.
11               And from the warranty deed -- Now, whether
12         or not -- The other facts, they may have updated
13         their records, but according to the warranty
14         deed -- And Ms. French said that Mr. Hawkins is
15         the primary owner of this specific land,
16         according to the deeds that have been submitted
17         to us.
18               And Mr. Hawkins -- And I think he told me
19         that people have died, and things like that.  So
20         that's -- that's something that he would have to
21         address before the board.
22               THE WITNESS:  All right.  So Mr. Jones,
23         the property that's adjacent to this property,
24         which is 7113-0-3, which is the one just south
25         where the . . . If I can bring up the map.
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1               MR. JONES:  Yes.
2               THE WITNESS:  Which is just south of the
3         property that we're talking right now . . . It's
4         this one here.  That's where the right-of-way
5         stops and an easement begins.  There is no --
6         There is no sewage, water or electricity or
7         roadway going into this property, so that would
8         have to be built and put on the -- on the
9         county's cost, which I don't believe is within

10         the Comprehensive Plan, 2013 preview.
11               It does say that the Comprehensive Plan
12         states --
13               THE CHAIRMAN:  We've kind of run out of
14         your time here.  We do need to --
15               THE WITNESS:  I think that I made my
16         point, that --
17               THE CHAIRMAN:  We need to look at this, I
18         believe, Ms. Crawford.
19               THE WITNESS:  All right.  Thank you.
20               THE CHAIRMAN:  The ownership is a big
21         deal.  I'm going to go on to the next speaker.
22               Ms. Sonya King, if you'll please come
23         forward, state your name and address and be
24         sworn in.
25               MS. KING:  Hi.  Sonya King.  6384 Manassas
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1               MR. JONES:  To answer your question, yes.
2               THE WITNESS:  Okay.  Thank you.  That's
3         what I thought that it meant, but I wasn't sure.
4               That being a potential, changing the
5         zoning laws, this doesn't just affect the
6         families that are on Mockingbird Lane.
7               So when you were told that the only thing
8         next to this property is trees and bushes and
9         trash, that's not true.

10               If you look at this map right here, to the
11         right side -- Could you take the clock off there
12         real quick?
13               MR. JONES:  Okay.  Yes.  Just move it.
14               THE WITNESS:  Okay.  Okay.
15               Do you see the road to the left there
16         that's within the circle, within the red circle?
17         Okay.  That's a subdivision right there.
18               MR. JONES:  Definitely.
19               THE WITNESS:  All of these properties,
20         including ours there on Manassas Court, they
21         butt up against that property there.
22               So when she's saying that there's just
23         nothing there, that's not the case because an
24         awful lot of properties come up along that back
25         side, and we will be affected.  It's going to
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1         Court.
2                          - - -
3               SONYA KING, upon being duly sworn, was
4         examined and testified as follows:
5                          - - -
6               THE WITNESS:  So I have a question first.
7         Is it something that's -- a little bit confusing
8         to me.  So if this gets zoned -- changed to
9         HDMU, it looks to me like if that change was

10         made, this is a question, even though I just
11         made a statement.
12               MR. JONES:  That's all right.
13               THE WITNESS:  It looks like it says
14         "mixed-use."  So 25 DU/8 an acre, so if that --
15         if it was changed to high-density --
16               MR. JONES:  Yes, ma'am.
17               THE WITNESS:  -- does that mean, then,
18         that because it was changed, something different
19         could be done there?
20               MR. JONES:  Based upon -- Based upon -- If
21         this is approved by the BCC and recommended by
22         the Planning Board, high-density mixed-uses,
23         those uses could have the potential of the
24         zoning does allow for those uses, definitely.
25               THE WITNESS:  Okay.
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1         affect property values.
2               And what really, really concerns me is --
3         is not somebody wanting to put a single-home
4         here, but what concerns me, if this is granted
5         and this is changed, then there is the potential
6         for somebody to put apartments there, for
7         somebody to put something that doesn't fit
8         within this community.
9               This is a single residential community.

10         And again, not just on Mockingbird Lane.  It's
11         for that whole subdivision that butts up right
12         next to it.
13               Okay.  That's all I have.  Thank you.
14               THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you.
15               Ms. Barbara Wertz.
16               State your name and address and be sworn
17         in, ma'am.
18               MS. WERTZ:  Barbara Wertz, 6366 Antietam
19         Drive, Pensacola, Florida 32503.
20                          - - -
21               BARBARA WERTZ, upon being duly sworn, was
22         examined and testified as follows:
23                          - - -
24               THE WITNESS:  My concern is the same as
25         Ms. King's.  And I'll agree.  I mean, it's not
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1         the fact of a single dwelling like a trailer to
2         go on that property.  That's not the concern.
3               The concern is with this -- what this
4         high-density usage is that ten years from now,
5         even -- I mean, who's to say you can't put a
6         convenience store there?  I mean, that's opening
7         the realms for anybody to do anything.  And from
8         what I heard you say --
9               MR. JONES:  Yes, ma'am.

10               THE WITNESS:  -- there's a lot of things
11         that does not comply with that high-density use.
12         If the board could find a way where they could
13         put a single dwelling place there, that would be
14         fine with us.
15               But, you know, I mean, it doesn't just
16         affect people on Mockingbird and that area.  It
17         affects all those surrounding houses that
18         live -- that butts up against there, too.
19               And, you know, that's the whole concern of
20         the majority of the neighbors.  A lot of people
21         couldn't come because naturally they're working.
22               We have several people who are retired and
23         that's -- are retired.  You know, a lot of us
24         are.  And, you know, you don't really want to
25         change your single-dwelling place of living to a
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1         conditional rezoning where, based on the use
2         proposed or some other, you know, process, that,
3         fine, we'll give you what you need to have, that
4         use there, but only for that use.
5               And that gets very complicated.  There are
6         jurisdictions that do that.  I know it's been
7         tossed around.  I don't know if that's something
8         you want to contemplate that could affect this
9         case.

10               But as far as ownership goes, you know,
11         that may be something that you want to confirm.
12         Again, based on the application, which is, you
13         know, sworn to by the applicant, this shows that
14         they have the ownership rights.
15               THE WITNESS:  You know, going through DRC,
16         if it turns out they don't, they may very well
17         be denied permits.
18               A lot of the easement and access
19         questions, again, those are DRC questions, but
20         it is accurate that if it's changed -- any of
21         the uses allowed in HDMU, which is a mixed-use,
22         so it's not strictly residential, could
23         potentially go into that area.  But again, DRC
24         may prohibit that, based on location to, you
25         know, cluster -- or arterial roads, and, you
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1         now becoming a commercial use, too.  So that's
2         really all I have to say.
3               THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you, ma'am.
4               THE WITNESS:  Thank you.
5               THE CHAIRMAN:  I have a question before we
6         go to the next -- We have two speakers.
7               I'm a little perplexed.  I mean, you know,
8         what are we talking about?  Whether the
9         ownership rights are valid or not.  That,

10         obviously, seems to be a bit critical to the
11         discussion.
12               MS. CRAWFORD:  I do believe that's
13         something that probably we want to establish.
14         And I'm not trying to recommend that this be
15         continued.  I realize it's important to
16         everyone.
17               We do, in fact, have a warranty deed
18         showing ownership by the Hawkins, I believe is
19         the last name.  You're correct.  The Property
20         Appraiser, I believe, shows Parker or something
21         else.  So that would need to be cleared up.
22               The one other thing I would state:  Based
23         on the conversation -- and it's one the board's
24         had before -- is as to whether or not there's an
25         interest in introducing some sort of a
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1         know, intersections.
2               THE CHAIRMAN:  So let me ask you this:
3         Are we able to continue discussion and a
4         possible vote on this matter if we are unsure of
5         the ownership of the property?
6               MR. JONES:  I think that Mr. Hawkins is
7         here.  Maybe Ms. French.  She's here.
8               THE CHAIRMAN:  I'll allow -- I mean, I
9         want to have the last two speakers speak, but I

10         just question -- something to think about before
11         we actually speak on something or make a public
12         record, a vote on something, that may or may not
13         be valid at all.
14               So Mr. Hawkins, while you're up, you can
15         come on over.  We'll let you talk, Mr. Hawkins.
16         If you'll please come forward, state your name
17         and address, and be sworn in.
18               MR. HAWKINS:  My address, 8611 Sonneborn
19         Lane, 32514.  Jason Hawkins.
20                          - - -
21               JASON HAWKINS, upon being duly sworn, was
22         examined and testified as follows:
23                          - - -
24               MS. FRENCH-HAWKINS:  They need to
25         understand how the land -- Because they think
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1         the land is not yours, so we need you to explain
2         where the Parkers come from.
3               THE WITNESS:  Okay.  I married in the --
4         Parker family.  I was 15 years old.  And I
5         married the Parker family -- into the Parkers.
6         I married the daughter, and that's how I come
7         into it.  He gave it to my daughter.  And then
8         he said -- And then my wife issued out to my
9         daughter, and then my daughter issued out to me,

10         so it was -- It's three of us -- Excuse me.
11         It's three of us in there that's . . . And
12         that's definitely from Parker and Jason Hawkins.
13         The rest of them is deceased.
14               THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you very much, sir.
15               Brings in relevance or conveyance
16         discussion, I believe.
17               All right.  Do y'all have any questions
18         for Mr. Hawkins?
19               (No response.)
20               THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you, sir.
21               And the last speaker on this is Mr. Larry
22         Downs, Jr.  Will you please come forward and
23         state your name and address and be sworn in,
24         sir.
25               MR. DOWNS:  Hello.  My name is Larry
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1         But the conundrum that y'all are in today is
2         from all of these over regulations.  That's --
3         They overlap each other.
4               And in order to protect one person's
5         property rights, you have to first take from
6         another, their use of their property.  That's
7         wrong.
8               There's several Supreme Court cases that
9         say that y'all don't have the right to do that.

10         And if somebody had some money in here, they
11         could -- they could take this before the Supreme
12         Court, just like my hero, Larry Flint, did for
13         the First Amendment.
14               Anyways, property.  The foundation of all
15         rights.  It is no accident that a nation
16         conceived in liberty and dedicated to justice
17         for all protects property rights.  Property
18         rights is the foundation of every right we have,
19         including the right to be free.
20               Now, we got a storage container issue
21         coming up.  We've never had a criteria to meet
22         storage containers.  And this is very similar.
23               These people want to use their property.
24         And some elites somewhere are saying, "We don't
25         want mobile homes.  We don't want whatever."
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1         Downs, Jr., 12156 Halfburg Drive, Pensacola,
2         Florida.
3                          - - -
4               LARRY DOWNS, JR., upon being duly sworn,
5         was examined and testified as follows:
6                          - - -
7               THE WITNESS:  Hello.  Good morning.
8               THE CHAIRMAN:  Good morning.
9               THE WITNESS:  Real quick.  Of course, if a

10         title is found to be in this family's name, as
11         just a citizen that's interested in freedom and
12         property rights, I would like to urge y'all to
13         move this forward and grant them a conditional
14         use.
15               You can do that right here today, based
16         on -- You don't -- Even though your -- It can be
17         a condition for this -- for this dwelling, for
18         this -- You know what I mean.  This is a
19         dwelling for someone to live in.
20               It's easy.  Put a conditional use on it.
21         Send it to the County Commissioners.  Let them
22         decide.
23               As far as ownership, that can be a
24         condition of it as well.  So as soon as
25         ownership is established, then it can move on.
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1               That's not y'all's right.  It's their
2         property.  Let them enjoy their property.
3         They're peaceful.  It's a dwelling.
4               They're not asking to put a high-rise
5         condo there.  Give them a conditional use.  I
6         got 41 seconds.  Oh, good.  All right.
7               Let me slow down.  All right.  Y'all are
8         in charge of voting for our Constitutional
9         rights.  You must first uphold our Constitution

10         before any ordinance or any government over
11         regulation.
12               You have to first ask yourself:  Is this
13         Constitutional?  Is this hurting somebody?
14         Because y'all are to do no harm to people and
15         their property rights.
16               And anything can be under the public guise
17         of safety, but people have motor homes in their
18         yard.  They have boats in their yard.  And
19         unless there's some sort of neighborhood
20         covenants that people agreed to, y'all shouldn't
21         be denying them the rights to use their
22         property.
23               THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you, sir, very much.
24               THE WITNESS:  Thank you.
25               THE CHAIRMAN:  So.  Well, first and
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1         foremost my concern is, I agree as far as the
2         people with the -- The owners have every right
3         to do what they want.  That's our conundrum.
4               It's based on rules that we are bound to
5         discern.  We're trying to make some common sense
6         take place here.
7               And one person's rights are no more valid
8         than the person living next door to them, but my
9         main concern is that we are moving forward on

10         something and there's a cloud over it, whether
11         or not the title and/or deed and/or ownership is
12         in fact Mr. Hawkins.
13               And I'm not doubting what the application
14         says.  I just would hate to have some action now
15         throwing them completely out the door, when I
16         think that perhaps if we were to clarify
17         ownership and perhaps bring it forward, I think
18         that the amendment that has been suggested may
19         be better crafted and/or by staff in that -- in
20         the -- in the resolution of coming forward with
21         us, with some common sense modification, as
22         opposed to us making it up on the fly here.
23               "You can do it because we like you and we
24         like the intended purposes," because that's
25         exactly what we're not supposed to do.
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1         passed through the family.
2               However, I agree with you that we need to
3         confirm ownership and whether or not there
4         should have been a quitclaim deed or some other
5         sort of deed that's not been recorded.  That's
6         probably the first step on this one.
7               And I hate to delay the application for
8         the Hawkins, but I -- you know --
9               THE CHAIRMAN:  I'd rather be right.

10               MS. CRAWFORD:  -- we need to get it right.
11         We need to do it right.
12               THE CHAIRMAN:  And again, if that were
13         established, I would press staff to assist in
14         trying to present it.  And again, if there's
15         an -- Because I see what you're doing.  I mean,
16         it's either HDMU, and there's no -- Good luck,
17         board.  Make a decision.
18               MS. CRAWFORD:  Mm-hmm.
19               THE CHAIRMAN:  And again, if it's within
20         our rights to present an amendment to -- My
21         preference would be the MDR, but I don't know
22         that -- I think that would fly in the face of
23         what has already been established, so it would
24         have to be the other way.
25               So we could sit up here and argue for
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1               MR. JONES:  Right.
2               THE CHAIRMAN:  And I mean, I --
3         Personally, it's so frustrating, but I would --
4         And that's why I would push back, not just do
5         the Heisman on the staff.
6               But I would say, Look, if there is an
7         amendment that is agreeable to property owners
8         in the adjacent area as well that clarifies
9         single-family ownership, I'd prefer that be

10         presented, along with the -- without question
11         proof of -- I mean, I've never been asked before
12         if they owned the property or not.
13               I don't doubt Mr. Hawkins.  Who am I?  I'm
14         not -- Again, I'm not a property attorney
15         either, and I shouldn't -- nor should anybody on
16         the board be made to -- nor Ms. Crawford.
17               MS. CRAWFORD:  Yeah.  I'm definitely not a
18         board-certified real estate attorney.
19               But what I will say, Mr. Jones advised me
20         that he did check with the Clerk of Courts, and
21         this deed is the only one recorded.
22               When you look at the Property Appraiser,
23         it does indicate -- It appears each of several
24         individuals had a 16th percent interest, which,
25         you know, that very well may have been something
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1         another couple of hours which way to do it
2         because -- But anything we do sets a precedent,
3         so . . . And that's why I would push back on
4         staff, and again, with the local folks involved,
5         not just the Hawkins, but their neighbors as
6         well, how can a friendly amendment be made to
7         the HDMU zoning specific to this case.
8               MR. JONES:  Yes.
9               MS. CRAWFORD:  And if I may clarify, would

10         you want the amendment simply to the -- to
11         these, to allow mobile homes or manufactured
12         homes, or do you want broader authority.  I'm
13         just clarifying.
14               THE CHAIRMAN:  No.  I understand.
15               MS. CRAWFORD:  Such that if someone comes
16         in for a rezoning, and they'll, you know, make
17         some sort of guarantee or warranty to the county
18         that this is for X purpose, and that's the only
19         purpose, and if not constructed within X amount
20         of time . . . I mean, it gets --
21               THE CHAIRMAN:  I think before we open
22         Pandora's box -- please correct me, board;
23         please speak up -- but I think it would have to
24         be an amendment regarding the usage only.
25               And if it's a friendly amendment with
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1         folks that present it again, and if we still
2         have against, we make a decision whether up or
3         down.
4               If it goes forward and again goes to the
5         board -- I just don't feel comfortable sending
6         something to the board that is really not clean,
7         not by fault of staff or the applicant, quite
8         frankly.
9               And I appreciate the gentleman brought up

10         the issue because this could all be thrown out
11         for good, if -- I mean, I don't know where it
12         would go, but I would prefer it not get there,
13         especially when there's some goofy vice chair in
14         charge today, so anyway . . .
15               MR. GRAY:  Mr. Chairman, could I make a
16         couple comments, please, and maybe ask a
17         question of staff while I'm talking?
18               THE CHAIRMAN:  Please do.
19               MR. GRAY:  It just appears to me on face
20         value here, asking the neighborhood to absorb
21         125 extra units that are now allowable if we
22         change this to HDMU mixed-use isn't necessarily
23         what they're wanting to do.  It certainly
24         doesn't seem like what this family's wanting to
25         do.
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1               So it couldn't be more of the essence of
2         the medium-density residential land use that it
3         doesn't contain this specific type of
4         residential dwelling.  It couldn't be more
5         characteristic.
6               So it just seems like, you know, we make
7         this one accommodation, Chair . . . we do this
8         one special case, and then there comes the
9         doors.

10               MR. JONES:  Yes.
11               MR. GRAY:  They open right up.  Well,
12         board, what was your condition last time?  What
13         was this sweet family who wants to make an
14         affordable choice for their lovely grandfather.
15               Okay.  Well, what about, you know, these
16         conditions, that condition?
17               THE CHAIRMAN:  Right.  And more important,
18         on the flip side of it, what we have -- every
19         time we're here, we have to judge it on what
20         could potentially be there.
21               Now, I would push back and say, Look,
22         given the size of the property, it's not
23         mathematically feasible for somebody to come and
24         put apartments.  I get that.
25               But the fact of the matter is, those are
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1               I also don't want to discount the time and
2         effort that folks from the adjoining and
3         adjacent properties expended today to come today
4         to speak in favor or against this type of
5         change.
6               It just seems a little clumsy, if you
7         don't mind me saying so, that the first time
8         that you can accommodate a mobile home is until
9         you get all the way up into a land use that is

10         consistent with high -- some levels of
11         commercial and other types of intense uses.
12               It just seems like maybe there could be,
13         you know, some kind of agricultural type of
14         manufacture -- an agricultural residential that
15         could be more accommodating.
16               But certainly, you know, it's -- it's --
17         it's -- it's -- The first thing you talk about
18         with medium-density residential is it doesn't
19         include these types of homes, so it couldn't be
20         more clear and blatant.
21               And when this property came into the hands
22         of this property owner -- we assume it's the
23         property owner -- But it's the first three
24         things they talk about -- the two things they're
25         talking about is this prohibition.
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1         the potential things here.  And that, as
2         ridiculous sometimes as it seems, on this
3         particular case it may be a little bit, so --
4         But it's there.  And if I lived there, I would
5         have the same concerns.
6               So procedurally, I would ask our attorney
7         one of two things.  If we ask for a continuance,
8         what does that do to the applicant in this?
9         Because I prefer -- I mean, quite frankly, I

10         don't like pushing it off any more than if we
11         made a decision and it was not passed.
12               What does that do to the applicant's
13         future, you know, their ability to come back,
14         given a friendly amendment?  Or I would -- I
15         would be seeking advice from our attorney on the
16         course of action at this point.
17               MS. CRAWFORD:  My concern of using the
18         term "continuance" may give the impression that
19         when you come back you're going to start over.
20         It's been delayed until that time.
21               I would ask that you -- I think the
22         cleanest way would be that there is direction
23         from the board or a motion from the board that
24         all testimony given today be accepted as
25         evidence to the board that the case is held in
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1         abeyance until such time as, you know, we return
2         hopefully by the next meeting -- I don't know
3         when the deadlines are for publication -- with
4         more clarification as to ownership.  I don't
5         know if there's any issue with that from any
6         members.
7               MR. GRAY:  I think I'd like to make a
8         motion to that effect right now, and see how
9         that carries from this board.

10               MR. JONES:  I would -- I think -- Could we
11         have Ms. French -- Because I think -- Let me
12         start with this.
13               I haven't looked at this for a long time,
14         since September, in trying to deal with Ms.
15         French.
16               Because there's a mobile home -- There's a
17         manufactured home that have already been
18         purchased.  And that's why -- that's why.  What
19         can we do to try to -- I looked at and what it
20         was, and all of those things.
21               So Ms. French, you have -- Because the
22         only zoning is HDMU and bringing in that
23         commercial component.  But as always, they have
24         the right to make application.
25               We've had lengthy conversations about
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1               MS. FRENCH-HAWKINS:  And he was fined
2         2,000 plus the dumpsters.
3               MR. GRAY:  This is the record -- This is
4         the record that was listed on Chris Jones' web
5         site this gentleman had brought in.  $100
6         quitclaim.
7               MR. JONES:  Yes.
8               MR. GRAY:  This is the document.
9               THE CHAIRMAN:  So if I'm not mistaken, we

10         do have a motion.
11               MS. CRAWFORD:  I believe Mr. Gray --
12               THE CHAIRMAN:  There's no second yet.
13               I would make a friendly amendment to the
14         motion that -- And if it was brought back up
15         again that it -- with a friendly amendment on
16         usage -- specific usage for this particular --
17         If that's available.
18               MS. CRAWFORD:  The issue with that,
19         although I understand your position, would be
20         that to amend the actual code and uses, that's
21         going to require further action and wouldn't be
22         able to come at the same time as this.
23               Now, should that amendment take place
24         prior to this, even though I don't know if you
25         realize the -- her application -- and the
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1         certain things, so that's why we're here today.
2         But Ms. Meredith, and the legal and your
3         direction, it's a conundrum, based upon the
4         issues at hand.  Ms. French.
5               THE CHAIRMAN:  So go ahead, Ms. French.
6               MS. FRENCH-HAWKINS:  I wanted to say, I
7         don't know if y'all understood what Mr. Hawkins
8         said, but it's their property.  And it was -- He
9         was married into the property.

10               And the wife left the property to a
11         Lillian Hawkins.  And Lillian passed it to Dad,
12         which they're Parkers.  There's about four or
13         five Parkers on there.  Three are deceased.  And
14         the only two living Parkers are in California.
15               And the deed or the title that I gave to
16         you, I printed it off Chris Jones' site as well
17         because that was the last one that I found
18         because dad doesn't know what he did with the
19         original.
20               And if he doesn't own the property, he is
21         the one that pays the fines, and he's the one
22         that pays all the taxes, so he is the owner of a
23         part of it for the three people that do own it,
24         the three living.
25               THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.
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1         factors are actually old code, simply because
2         her application was filed prior to the recent
3         amendments to zoning and spot zoning.
4               So if she came back in with a new
5         application after we passed a new ordinance,
6         that would track.
7               MR. GRAY:  We've already waived the fee
8         for this applicant; is that correct?
9               MR. JONES:  Yes.

10               MS. CRAWFORD:  Yes.  She wouldn't have
11         to -- she wouldn't have to apply again.  There
12         would be no fee, and she could probably use the
13         same language.  I'm not trying to direct anyone
14         how to act, but that would be one course of
15         action.
16               If you wish to see the code and the uses
17         of MDR changed first, then that should occur
18         before there's an application asking for the
19         action because under the current code, we can't
20         do that -- or the board can't do that.
21               THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.
22               MR. FEARS:  In my short tenure on the
23         board, probably a third of the meetings, we've
24         recessed this meeting to address an ordinance
25         issue that we go back and address in the regular
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1         meeting same day.  Okay.  Is that the scenario
2         we're looking at here for December?
3         Potentially?
4               MS. CRAWFORD:  That's not -- Legally that
5         would not be my best advice.  However, if that's
6         precedent set and it's not been challenged, I
7         don't know that there's anything that says you
8         can't do that.
9               I mean, there is a pending ordinance

10         doctrine that we've not adopted, where you can
11         take action if everyone knows the ordinance is
12         going to change.  But again, it's not something
13         we've adopted in the county.
14               MR. FEARS:  I've questioned that to myself
15         a couple of times since last December, but it
16         has happened with four or five cases.
17               MS. CRAWFORD:  And then the issue, too, is
18         that in the event you pass or you recommend
19         passage of an ordinance, which you apply to -- I
20         mean, you know, an application before you, that
21         ordinance goes to the Board of County
22         Commissioners.
23               Let's say they deny -- Let's say they
24         remand for new language.
25               MR. FEARS:  It reverses the decision.
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1         request for rezoning are actually having a
2         problem with an exception or an amendment to
3         medium density.
4               We have a problem going to high density,
5         HDMU.  So if you have an addendum or an
6         amendment to MDU to allow for the home to be --
7         manufactured home to be built on that property,
8         I don't think that the residents have a problem
9         with that.

10               THE CHAIRMAN:  Hold on a second.
11               MR. GRAY:  Mr. Jones.
12               MR. JONES:  Yes.
13               MR. GRAY:  Let me ask you a question.
14               In the past, how have boards previous to
15         my appointment on this board handled exceptions
16         or conditional uses?
17               MR. JONES:  We have never ever because the
18         Board of Adjustment and Ms. Patty has been here
19         a long time.
20               MR. GRAY:  I didn't ask them.  I should
21         have.
22               MR. JONES:  We've always had that
23         question, but we never ever had a case where we
24         allowed for a special exception or conditional
25         uses case on the rezoning.
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1               MS. CRAWFORD:  It reverses the decision.
2         Well, now you've got an application which you've
3         also made recommendation or denial to the board.
4               Again, it's within their purview, but if
5         they look at the statute in place, which is --
6         or the ordinance in place, which is not one
7         that's been amended . . .
8               Again, I mean, a lot of this stuff, if
9         there's no legal challenge, at the same time

10         legally, you, know I need to tell you what
11         the -- my recommended course of action would be.
12               THE CHAIRMAN:  So the case before us is
13         basically we've got somebody before us who
14         wishes to make a rezoning.
15               We've heard both parties, applicants and
16         staff's findings.  And again, my concern is
17         ownership and the clarification of that, so
18         other than a motion that has been on the floor
19         without a second, which I believe is moot at
20         this point . . .
21               MR. GRAY:  Yes.
22               THE CHAIRMAN:  . . . I would be -- I would
23         listen to any -- Yes, sir.
24               MR. KING:  David King.  I don't believe
25         that the residents who are in opposition to this
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1               MR. GRAY:  Okay.  So with the question
2         answered, now the Escambia County hasn't done
3         conditional uses previously.
4               The 36 governments I've worked for, every
5         time a conditional use has been accepted, it's
6         been accepted that that now is a condition that
7         could apply to anyone who wishes to apply; is
8         that correct?
9               MS. CRAWFORD:  And it is -- For

10         clarification, the code does list for each
11         zoning district certain conditional uses.  Those
12         are allowed.
13               But in order to determine their
14         applicability, the Board of Adjustment does
15         that.
16               In this case, we very well could add
17         manufactured mobile homes as a conditional use
18         in any other residential zoning districts that
19         don't allow.  That would require a second
20         application, though, to go to the Board of
21         Adjustment to have them find that -- You know.
22               And again in this case, if they purchased
23         the home, it's surrounded by -- I mean, those
24         may be factors as an adverse impact on the
25         party, but you never know what's going to happen
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1         there.
2               MR. GRAY:  So now we're talking about --
3         Okay.  So now we have a situation that doesn't
4         fit inside the box.  Now we're talking about
5         changing the box.
6               MS. CRAWFORD:  Yes.
7               MR. GRAY:  Okay.  So that's not what we're
8         talking about right now.
9               MS. CRAWFORD:  No.

10               MR. GRAY:  This is a judicial hearing to
11         adjust:  Does this fit inside the box.
12               MR. JONES:  Yes.
13               MS. CRAWFORD:  Yes.
14               MR. GRAY:  Okay.
15               MS. McCULLOUGH:  Can I say something?
16               THE CHAIRMAN:  Sure.
17               Come forward, please.  State your name
18         again.  It's going on the record.  That's why I
19         asked to state your name.
20               MS. McCULLOUGH:  Deja McCullough.
21               Okay.  I just wanted to make a statement.
22         My grandfather is on a fixed income.
23               MR. JONES:  Right.
24               MS. McCULLOUGH:  And it is really, really
25         hard for him to be able to pay rent one place
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1         before the board, the BCC, for finding.  The BCC
2         can overturn or they can -- They have certain
3         judicial authority.
4               THE CHAIRMAN:  Yeah.
5               MR. JONES:  You can direct staff to
6         basically -- I don't know how -- We will have to
7         basically -- to further investigate what the
8         ownership.
9               And we can try to set -- The Planning

10         Board did have this concern.  It has been --
11         This is what we have to either deny it or
12         approve that going forward.
13               MS. CRAWFORD:  I don't believe there's any
14         prohibition in the code as to a conditional
15         rezoning.
16               I think you would have to . . . not a
17         conditional rezoning necessarily based on the
18         use.  I was talking about something different
19         earlier, and that's typically how that's
20         considered.
21               But granting a recommendation subject --
22         You know, dependent upon submission of proof of
23         ownership.  Even though we have an agency form,
24         which is typically -- You know, when someone
25         signs and refers to an agent for the property
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1         and then be able to pay for this mobile home for
2         $1,000.
3               I totally understand the reason end up
4         having to prolong it, but if possible, if
5         there's any kind of way that an exception can be
6         made, just in consideration of the family and
7         their income -- I mean, the jobs have been lost
8         in the family and everything, so this is why a
9         majority of the load and the weight is on him.

10         So if there's a way we can make an exception
11         today, I know they'll be so grateful, so I just
12         wanted to make that statement.  That's all.
13         Thank you.
14               THE CHAIRMAN:  I can assure you that we
15         would prefer not to just put it off because it
16         doesn't do us any good.  Doesn't do the people
17         who have taken their time off today any good.
18               However, my main concern, again, goes back
19         to the ownership issue.  I don't dispute -- Ms.
20         Hawkins, I don't.  What's been brought before
21         us, though, is different than what's in the
22         package.
23               MR. JONES:  Right.  One thing that may be
24         considered.  Basically, if the Planning Board
25         decides to make a recommendation prior to going
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1         owner, that's what we look at.  And we do have a
2         copy of the deed.
3               But again, that would be -- Should the
4         board determine that they wish to adopt the
5         findings of the speakers and move it forward for
6         approval, based on these conditions.
7               Should the board adopt staff's finding and
8         deny, I don't know that there's necessarily a
9         reason to address ownership, other than the fact

10         that staff needs to closely watch this in the
11         future.  It is a lesson, you know.  I don't
12         believe we've come across this before.
13               MR. GRAY:  But this is what happens when
14         you do have fractured ownership.  These kind of
15         situations do occur, and they do pop up.  And we
16         ought to be -- And that ought to be one more
17         check box on our list back at the upstairs or
18         downstairs, to just check it.
19               I still feel like -- If I may, Mr. Chair,
20         I still feel like we've got a box that's very
21         clear in the rules for things to fit inside this
22         box.  This box has approved as recently as 2015.
23         I feel like staff's assessment was the
24         incompatibility, repeated incompatibility with
25         the current code.
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1               You know, I just feel like if we were to
2         make some type of conditions or make some type
3         of exceptions, we might be opening Pandora's box
4         or whatever kind of phrase you want to use here.
5               And it's all been talked about.  When you
6         buy or you purchase something, you've got to
7         double-check you've got the right conditions
8         present.
9               If I were to buy a drag car and expect to

10         take it down Escambia's roads, it's not a legal
11         street car.  Okay.  Sorry I bought it.  Now I've
12         got a car that's not available to take on the
13         streets.  It's not street legal.
14               It's seems to me this purchase was made,
15         and it was made before they did their homework
16         to find out if the land was appropriate for it,
17         so I make a motion to deny it.
18               MS. FRENCH-HAWKINS:  Can I speak?
19               THE CHAIRMAN:  There's a motion on the
20         floor.  There's a second?  Is there a second?
21               (No response.)
22               THE CHAIRMAN:  So again we have a motion
23         on the floor.
24               MR. INGWELL:  Can I ask a question?
25               THE CHAIRMAN:  Please.
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1         names down.  I spoke to several different
2         people.
3               I wouldn't have -- I wouldn't have done
4         the process for Dad to go this far with this
5         starting in April to now to August 11th on his
6         closing date and knowing that he couldn't do
7         that.  I wouldn't have done that.
8               MR. GRAY:  Did you --
9               MS. FRENCH-HAWKINS:  I had to do a lot --

10               MR. GRAY:  -- meet with staff several
11         times before today; correct?
12               MS. FRENCH-HAWKINS:  Have I met them?
13               MR. GRAY:  Have you met with staff and
14         come up here with paperwork?  Other than just
15         submitting paperwork, have you met with staff
16         and talked about the development review or
17         anything?
18               THE CHAIRMAN:  What you plan to do?
19               MS. FRENCH-HAWKINS:  Yes.
20               THE CHAIRMAN:  You discussed it with them?
21               MS. FRENCH-HAWKINS:  Yes.
22               MR. JONES:  Our records do not show any
23         previous discussion with us prior to the
24         purchase of the mobile home.
25               Now, I do consider -- because I deal with
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1               MR. INGWELL:  In order for this to go
2         forward, there needs to be a change.  And
3         there's also some questions that we need
4         answered.
5               I know we all want -- we all want us to
6         move forward.  However, is there an option for
7         the applicant to withdraw the application?  Can
8         we do more homework and clean things up?  I
9         believe --

10               THE CHAIRMAN:  The financial impact was
11         mentioned before.  It's a burden on them now,
12         paying both.  I mean, I'll let the applicant
13         speak.  Ms. Hawkins.
14               MS. FRENCH-HAWKINS:  I did do my homework.
15         I called.  I called starting in April, and I
16         called this office five times.
17               And I was told that I could do a
18         manufactured home.  It was modular and
19         manufactured.
20               Maybe I spoke to someone who didn't know
21         the rules.  I don't know.  But I know I called.
22               THE CHAIRMAN:  Yeah.
23               MS. FRENCH-HAWKINS:  Yes.
24               MR. GRAY:  Did you ever get a written --
25               MS. FRENCH-HAWKINS:  I didn't take their
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1         them on a daily basis.  There are times when
2         people may use the term "modular" and
3         "manufactured" as the same thing.
4               I myself called the agent, the dealer.
5         And there were some things that was discussed or
6         said.  So -- so they're not here, but as far as
7         what I can say for myself, we don't have any
8         records of that.
9               But I do know that sometimes people --

10         Even the industry will say a manufactured home
11         is a modular home; yes, you can do it.  That has
12         happened.  I've been doing this a long time.
13         That has happened over and over and over again.
14               So we're trying to provide -- You can't do
15         that.  There's a difference.  So -- so that's
16         what we have to say about that.
17               MS. CRAWFORD:  Well, and just to address,
18         I believe, Mr. Ingwell's question, Ms. Hawkins
19         could very well currently withdraw --
20               MR. JONES:  Yes.
21               MS. CRAWFORD:  -- the application.
22               The fee's already been waived.
23               MR. JONES:  Yes, it has.
24               MS. CRAWFORD:  -- based on her
25         circumstances, so she would not need to reapply.
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1               In the interim, if there were changes
2         made, she could make application under the new
3         changes.  However, again, that's a delay for
4         her.
5               And you do have the application before you
6         today, and so it is in the purview of the board
7         to take any of the several actions.
8               THE CHAIRMAN:  Which we talked about that
9         change.  Go ahead.

10               MR. GRAY:  I did make a motion.  I think
11         the first one -- that was my failed motion --
12         was to take a look back see if there's another
13         way to handle this.
14               I think there may be a third choice here.
15         I'm like -- May discuss at this time before I
16         actually just -- I might just go ahead -- Choice
17         might be to, as a board, direct staff to develop
18         a conditional-use parameter with an MDR, with a
19         series of conditions that would need to go
20         through the public process, that would make
21         appropriate accommodations so that applicants
22         wouldn't be faced with going all the way up the
23         ratchet level to an HD -- high-density mixed-use
24         before they found a proper, suitable place to
25         put a home on a piece of property.
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1         them.  It cannot be altered; it cannot be
2         changed.
3               Now, understanding is that -- is that --
4         is that this conditional use approval, BOA
5         approval.  So -- so we would have to draft
6         language and come before -- bring the motion,
7         bring the amendment back before the board.
8               Now, we -- Our time limitations is a
9         factor because it got to go before the BCC.  Got

10         to come before the Planning Board.  Those are
11         some things that we will have to address.
12               MR. GRAY:  My other concern is that when
13         you table an item, you've taken an action.  You
14         think you've not taken an action, but the board
15         has technically taken an action.
16               This is the legal problem that we got into
17         downtown with the John Sunday Home, where the
18         Board of -- Architectural Review Board that the
19         city runs told them to come back -- He didn't
20         quite do it right.  Come back next month, and
21         we'll address this.
22               Well, 30 days ticked off the clock.  And
23         by rule, the applicant said, "Well, you had 30
24         days to make an assessment.  You didn't, so your
25         lack of action is an approval."
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1               MR. JONES:  And Mr.-- And let me -- let
2         me --
3               THE CHAIRMAN:  That was in the form of a
4         motion; correct?
5               MR. GRAY:  That was in the form of a
6         motion, but it was long.
7               THE CHAIRMAN:  No.  That's okay.  I think
8         we got it.
9               Is there a second?  Is there a second for

10         that motion?
11               MR. INGWELL:  Second.
12               THE CHAIRMAN:  There's a motion and a
13         second.  All those in favor, please raise your
14         hand.
15               We can have discussion.  Would you like to
16         discuss?
17               Go ahead.  Go ahead.  Before we make a
18         vote, Horace.
19               MR. JONES:  To add to what -- If it's
20         going to a conditional use, go before the board.
21         Whomever, the applicant -- They will have the
22         opportunity to present their use, their
23         structure, just like we have -- doing to us now.
24               And the building -- the board would make
25         that finding based upon what is presented to
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1               So I just want to be careful that we're
2         not going to take a step for lack of action
3         constitutes an approval of this.
4               MS. CRAWFORD:  Which is why I would
5         suggest simply holding it in abeyance.
6         Everything that's happened today is still
7         happening.  All the evidence has been submitted
8         is submitted.
9               It's basically sticking a pin in it.

10         We're not cancelling it and coming back and
11         restarting.  We're taking, you know, a hiatus, a
12         period of time in which to follow the board's
13         direction.
14               MR. FEARS:  And that is -- that is
15         contingent because if we go by the motion just
16         voted on, we will not see the Kings again.  They
17         will end up at the BOA.
18               MR. JONES:  If the -- if the motion gets
19         adopted.
20               MR. FEARS:  If you draft language and it
21         gets approved, and it moves out of Planning and
22         into the BOA.
23               MS. CRAWFORD:  Well, I think what would
24         happen is at that point it wouldn't -- I believe
25         what would happen at that point would be because
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1         it's held until abeyance, then they would need
2         to appear at that point.  You, know the board
3         can say, "Well, you know, we dismiss your
4         action" or take -- or they could formally
5         withdraw their action in the meantime, which
6         would then have you only addressing the
7         ordinance itself and the changing to adding
8         this -- you know, these styles of structures
9         within the MDR, at which point if it's

10         conditional use as stated, then they have to go
11         to the Board of Adjustment.  I would assume,
12         since they've been given a fee waiver on this,
13         the same, you know, criteria would apply.
14               MR. JONES:  Yes.
15               MS. CRAWFORD:  And I do think there are
16         several options, some which are messier than the
17         others, so, you know, the staff could come back
18         with a few ordinance drafts or action to see,
19         you know, what the board would like to do.
20               MR. CLAY:  Okay.  What I have to say is
21         this, and address some of the -- or the issue.
22         And that is, we have in the U.S. a Constitution.
23         And our Constitution, you know, is based on laws
24         and policies.
25               About 75 years ago, our nation came up
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1               THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  There we have
2         it.
3               MR. GRAY:  Again, we just ask staff to
4         craft solutions for a conditional use in this
5         MDR to accommodate under special circumstances
6         the allowance of a -- I'm just getting this.
7         Right.  Is it a manufactured or a mobile home?
8               MR. JONES:  Manufactured home.  That's the
9         latest term.

10               MR. GRAY:  Because that's the
11         prohibited -- Like I'm saying, the first two
12         categories described in the plans here, those
13         are the first two things they talk about --
14               MR. JONES:  Yes.
15               MR. GRAY:  -- is the prohibition of this.
16         So I'm asking -- We've asked you as a board to
17         craft a condition to counter the first two
18         qualities -- the three qualities of this
19         language district.
20               MR. JONES:  This will be countywide.  This
21         will be for countywide.
22               MR. GRAY:  Countywide.
23               And then, if that were crafted, it comes
24         back to us, whereby, we then sound off in favor
25         or opposition of that again as a board.
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1         with standards that every policy and rule have
2         to go by.  Those standards are utilities in
3         civility, proprietary, accuracy and
4         accountability.
5               And what we're looking at here now is
6         proprietary standards.  Proprietary standards
7         tell us that we maximize benefits with our
8         policies and rules and laws and minimize harm.
9         So when we're looking at this case, when we're

10         looking at this application request, will the
11         voter, will the constituent -- How will it --
12         Will it maximize the benefits of this applicant
13         here, or will it do more harm to the applicant?
14         Proprietary -- And it's proprietary standards.
15         You maximize benefits and minimize harm.
16               So whatever we vote on, our constituents
17         are here.  And we have to make sure that we look
18         at proprietary standards and we maintain, you
19         know, those boundaries, to maximize benefits for
20         our constituents and minimize the harm.
21               That's all I have.
22               THE CHAIRMAN:  So we have a motion on the
23         floor which I will ask the author to repeat.  Do
24         we have any discussion?
25               (No response.)
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1               And then if it's approved, then it
2         would -- These folks and then the next folks,
3         they would be adjusted only.
4               THE CHAIRMAN:  Very good.  So I guess,
5         Horace, clarify that with the Hawkins, I guess,
6         after our vote.
7               MR. FEARS:  So then we need another motion
8         to put this in abeyance.
9               MS. CRAWFORD:  Yes.

10               MR. FEARS:  I make a motion to put this
11         case, 2017-17 in abeyance until other actions
12         are taken.
13               THE CHAIRMAN:  Do I have a second?
14               MR. INGWELL:  Second.
15               THE CHAIRMAN:  I have a motion and a
16         second.  All those in favor, raise your hand.
17               (All hands raised.)
18               THE CHAIRMAN:  All those opposed, raise
19         your hand as well.
20               Motion approved.
21               We have an abeyance.  And Horace, and Ms.
22         Crawford, if you will get with the Hawkins' and
23         try to guide them through this process.
24               MR. JONES:  We will.
25               (Hearing concluded at 10:04 a.m.)
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Planning Board-Rezoning   7. B.           
Meeting Date: 01/09/2018  
CASE : Z-2017-18
APPLICANT: Rhonda Autrey, Owner 

ADDRESS: 733 E Johnson Ave. 

PROPERTY REF. NO.: 21-1S-30-2101-001-002
FUTURE LAND USE: MU-U, Mixed-Use Urban  
DISTRICT: 3  
OVERLAY DISTRICT: N/A 

BCC MEETING DATE: 02/01/2018 

SUBMISSION DATA:
REQUESTED REZONING:

FROM: MDR, Medium Density Residential district (10 du/acre)

TO: HDMU, High Density Mixed-use district (25 du/acre)

RELEVANT AUTHORITY:

(1) Escambia County Comprehensive Plan
(2) Escambia County Land Development Code
(3) Board of County Commissioners of Brevard County v. Snyder, 627 So. 2d 469 (Fla.
1993)
(4) Resolution 96-34 (Quasi-judicial Proceedings)
(5) Resolution 96-13 (Ex-parte Communications)

APPROVAL CONDITIONS

Criterion a., LDC Sec. 2-7.2(b)(4)
Consistent with Comprehensive Plan.
The proposed zoning is consistent with the future land use (FLU) category as prescribed
in LDC Chapter 3, and with all other applicable goals, objectives, and policies of the
Comprehensive Plan.  If the rezoning is required to properly enact a proposed FLU map
amendment transmitted for state agency review, the proposed zoning is consistent with
the proposed FLU and conditional to its adoption.

Comprehensive Plan (CPP) FLU 1.1.1 Development Consistency. New development and
redevelopment in unincorporated Escambia County shall be consistent with the
Escambia County Comprehensive Plan and the Future Land Use Map (FLUM).?
CPP FLU 1.3.1 Future Land Use Categories.? The Mixed-Use Urban (MU-U) Future Land
Use (FLU) category is intended for an intense mix of residential and nonresidential uses



while promoting compatible infill development and the separation of urban and suburban
land uses within the category as a whole. Range of allowable uses include: Residential,
Retail and Services, Professional Office, Light Industrial, Recreational Facilities, Public
and Civic. The maximum residential density is 25 dwelling units per acre.

FINDINGS
The proposed amendment to HDMU is consistent with the intent and purpose of Future
Land Use category Mixed-Use Urban (MU-U) as stated in CPP FLU 1.3.1. Residential is
allowed within the MU-U area. The request is consistent with the current FLU, not
requiring a FLU change, and will not change the existing allowed uses within the
Mixed-Use category.

Criterion b., LDC Sec. 2-7.2(b)(4)
Consistent with zoning district provisions.
The proposed zoning is consistent with the purpose and intent and with any other zoning
establishment provisions prescribed by the proposed district in Chapter 3.

FINDINGS
The proposed amendment is consistent with the intent and purpose of the Land
Development Code. The proposed zoning of HDMU is a zoning that is for a mix of high
density residential with compatible non-residential uses within the urban. The change is
a more intense use but will allow for all forms of single-family, two-family and multi-family
dwellings.

Criterion c., LDC Sec. 2-7.2(b)(4)
Compatible with surrounding uses.
All the permitted uses of the proposed zoning, not just those anticipated by the rezoning
applicant, are compatible, as defined in Chapter 6, with the surrounding uses. The uses
of any surrounding undeveloped land shall be considered the permitted uses of the
applicable district. Compatibility is not considered with potential conditional uses or with
any nonconforming or unapproved uses. Also, in establishing the compatibility of a
residential use, there is no additional burden to demonstrate the compatibility of specific
residents or activities protected by fair housing law.

FINDINGS
The proposed amendment is compatible with surrounding existing uses in the area.
Within the 500' radius impact area, staff observed properties with zoning districts MDR
and HDMU. In the area, there are single-family residential, a church, a school, and a
condominium.

Criterion d., LDC Sec. 2-7.2(b)(4)
Appropriate if spot zoning.
Where the proposed zoning would establish or reinforce a condition of spot zoning as
defined in Chapter 6, the isolated district would nevertheless be transitional in character
between the adjoining districts, or the differences with those districts would be minor or
sufficiently limited.  The extent of these mitigating characteristics or conditions
demonstrates an appropriate site specific balancing of interests between the isolated



district and adjoining lands. As per LDC Chapter 6, Spot Zoning is: Zoning applied to an
area of land, regardless of its size, that is different from the zoning of all contiguous land.  Such
isolated or “spot” zoning is usually higher in its density or intensity of use than the adjoining
zoning and may, therefore, extend privileges not generally extended to property similarly located
in the area.  Spot zoning is not by itself prohibited, but due to its potentially adverse impacts on
adjoining zoning it carries a higher burden of demonstration that, if authorized, it will contribute
to or result in logical and orderly development.

FINDINGS
The isolated district would nevertheless be transitional in character between the
adjoining districts, or the differences with those districts would be minor or sufficiently
limited. The parcel currently has a single-family home and the proposed request allows
for a range of residential uses from single-family to multi-family dwellings.  This appears
to be consistent with the existing development pattern in the area.  It will still remain
residential and will contribute to or result in logical and orderly development.

Criterion e., LDC Sec. 2-7.2(b)(4)
Appropriate with changed or changing conditions. 
If the land uses or development conditions within the area surrounding the property of
rezoning have changed, the changes are to such a degree and character that it is in the
public interest to allow new uses, density, or intensity in the area through rezoning; and
the permitted uses of the proposed district are appropriate and not premature for the
area or likely to create or contribute to sprawl.

FINDINGS
The land uses or development conditions within the area surrounding the property of
rezoning have not changed to such a degree that the proposed rezoning would be
inappropriate. There is HDMU zoning to the north and to the east of the subject parcel
and the permitted uses of the proposed zoning will make for compatible development in
the area.

Criterion f., LDC Sec. 2-7.2(b)(4)
Effect on natural environment.
Whether the proposed rezoning would increase the probability of any significant adverse
impacts on the natural environment.

FINDINGS
According to the National Wetland Inventory, wetlands and hydric soils were not
indicated on the subject property. When applicable, further review during the Site Plan
Review process will be necessary to determine if there would be any significant adverse
impact on the natural environment.
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Looking south at subject property
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Last Updated: 10/6/17-Rezoning

Escambia County Planning and Zoning
Development Services Department

3363 West Park Place

Pensacola, FL 32505

Phone: (850) 595-3475 • Fax: (850) 595-3481

http://mvescambia.com/business/ds

Rezoning Application ., ,
FOR OFFICE USE ONLY -Case NumbenZ^O)")-!^ Accepted by: A'^^O— PB Meeting: 't'lolY

1. Contact Information:

A. Property Owner/Applicant: 'T\ ho i\dc:- L-f u -firs,- ;

Mailing Address: ~1 3 S f • Qi> Ln &2Z± flltf /V*A K ?>2-5~t Y
Business Phone: J-51 -5>b> L, HWJ!L Cell: 3'/}jy\£

Email: Yho^ci^cLcA-fv^ (£ ,-yiStl. Con^
B. Authorized Agent (if applicable): NA

Mailing Address:

Business Phone: Cell:

Email:

Note: Owner must complete the attached Agent Affidavit. If there is more than one owner, each owner must

complete an Agent Affidavit. Application will be voided if changes to this application are found.

2. Property Information:

A. Existing Street Address: "7 3 3 g.. SoW>y> S er^s An/g- •

Parcel ID (s): 2 \\S 30Z \Q)QO\VoZ

B. Total acreage ofthe subject property: H•3%0

C. Existing Zoning: Single -y-fl^t Im
Proposed Zoning: H Drnu ; explain why necessary and/or appropriate

lOe bOo-ni- ja c\&£ LAjp^p 3 more, \oomes /dme.\\?<naS
Ovo ~Hne_ proper 4y,

FLU Category: \*j\U-iJ















3363 WEST PARK PLACE • PENSACOLA, FLORIDA  32505 • 850-595-3404 • 850-595-3405 (FAX) 

 
BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS 

ESCAMBIA COUNTY, FLORIDA 
 

INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM 
 

TO:  Andrew Holmer, Division Manager 
   Development Services Department 
 
FROM: David Forte, Division Manager 
  Transportation & Traffic Operations Division 
 
DATE: January 2, 2018 
 
RE: Transportation & Traffic Operations (TTO) Comments – Z-2017-18 
 

TTO Staff has reviewed the Rezoning Case (Z)-2017-18, 733 E. Johnson 
Avenue, agenda item for the Planning Board meeting scheduled for January 9, 2018. 
Please see the below comments. 
 

Currently, there are no Roadway Improvement Projects programmed in the 
County’s Capital Improvement Program within the vicinity of the subject parcel.  

 
Per the Florida-Alabama TPO’s Congestion Management Process Plan, Johnson 

Ave. from US29 to Cody Lane is currently functioning within its allowable capacity for 
traffic volumes. The maximum level-of-service (LOS) for the roadway segment is LOS D 
(14,800 trips/day), and as of Year 2016 the roadway segment was functioning at a LOS 
D (7,600 trips/day) and is expected to remain at a LOS D by Year 2026 (9,264 
trips/day).  
 

TTO’s review is solely based off the application submittal packet, so the 
comments above hold no bearing on any future TTO comments during the Development 
Review process.  
 
 
cc: Horace Jones, Development Services Department Director 

Joy Blackmon, P.E., Public Works Department Director 
 Colby Brown, P.E., Public Works Department Deputy Director 
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